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Background: Ambulance service quality measures have focused on response times and a small number of
emergency conditions, such as cardiac arrest. These quality measures do not reflect the care for the wide
range of problems that ambulance services respond to and the Prehospital Outcomes for Evidence Based
Evaluation (PhOEBE) programme sought to address this.
Objectives: The aim was to develop new ways of measuring the impact of ambulance service care by
reviewing and synthesising literature on prehospital ambulance outcome measures and using consensus
methods to identify measures for further development; creating a data set linking routinely collected
ambulance service, hospital and mortality data; and using the linked data to explore the development of
case-mix adjustment models to assess differences or changes in processes and outcomes resulting from
ambulance service care.
Design: A mixed-methods study using a systematic review and synthesis of performance and outcome
measures reported in policy and research literature; qualitative interviews with ambulance service users;
a three-stage consensus process to identify candidate indicators; the creation of a data set linking
ambulance, hospital and mortality data; and statistical modelling of the linked data set to produce novel
case-mix adjustment measures of ambulance service quality.
Setting: East Midlands and Yorkshire, England.
Participants: Ambulance services, patients, public, emergency care clinical academics, commissioners and
policy-makers between 2011 and 2015.
Interventions: None.
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Main outcome measures: Ambulance performance and quality measures.
Data sources: Ambulance call-and-dispatch and electronic patient report forms, Hospital Episode
Statistics, accident and emergency and inpatient data, and Office for National Statistics mortality data.
Results: Seventy-two candidate measures were generated from systematic reviews in four categories:
(1) ambulance service operations (n = 14), (2) clinical management of patients (n = 20), (3) impact of care
on patients (n = 9) and (4) time measures (n = 29). The most common operations measures were call triage
accuracy; clinical management was adherence to care protocols, and for patient outcome it was survival
measures. Excluding time measures, nine measures were highly prioritised by participants taking part in the
consensus event, including measures relating to pain, patient experience, accuracy of dispatch decisions and
patient safety. Twenty experts participated in two Delphi rounds to refine and prioritise measures and 20
measures scored ≥ 8/9 points, which indicated good consensus. Eighteen patient and public representatives
attending a consensus workshop identified six measures as important: time to definitive care, response time,
reduction in pain score, calls correctly prioritised to appropriate levels of response, proportion of patients
with a specific condition who are treated in accordance with established guidelines, and survival to hospital
discharge for treatable emergency conditions. From this we developed six new potential indicators using
the linked data set, of which five were constructed using case-mix-adjusted predictive models: (1) mean
change in pain score; (2) proportion of serious emergency conditions correctly identified at the time of the
999 call; (3) response time (unadjusted); (4) proportion of decisions to leave a patient at scene that were
potentially inappropriate; (5) proportion of patients transported to the emergency department by 999
emergency ambulance who did not require treatment or investigation(s); and (6) proportion of ambulance
patients with a serious emergency condition who survive to admission, and to 7 days post admission.
Two indicators (pain score and response times) did not need case-mix adjustment. Among the four adjusted
indicators, we found that accuracy of call triage was 61%, rate of potentially inappropriate decisions to leave
at home was 5–10%, unnecessary transport to hospital was 1.7–19.2% and survival to hospital admission
was 89.5–96.4% depending on Clinical Commissioning Group area. We were unable to complete a fourth
objective to test the indicators in use because of delays in obtaining data. An economic analysis using
indicators (4) and (5) showed that incorrect decisions resulted in higher costs.
Limitations: Creation of a linked data set was complex and time-consuming and data quality was variable.
Construction of the indicators was also complex and revealed the effects of other services on outcome,
which limits comparisons between services.
Conclusions: We identified and prioritised, through consensus processes, a set of potential ambulance
service quality measures that reflected preferences of services and users. Together, these encompass a
broad range of domains relevant to the population using the emergency ambulance service. The quality
measures can be used to compare ambulance services or regions or measure performance over time if
there are improvements in mechanisms for linking data across services.
Future work: The new measures can be used to assess different dimensions of ambulance service delivery
but current data challenges prohibit routine use. There are opportunities to improve data linkage processes
and to further develop, validate and simplify these measures.
Funding: The National Institute for Health Research Programme Grants for Applied Research programme.
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Plain English summary
Ambulance services are mainly judged on how well they are doing by measuring how quickly theyrespond, or by measuring the care provided for a few emergency conditions. We wanted to develop
new measures that are important to patients, reflect all types of 999 calls and can provide information to
improve care.
The development of new measures was done in stages. First, the literature on what measures had already
been used was reviewed. Patients who had recently used the service were interviewed and it was found
that patients valued receiving appropriate advice, treatment, care and reassurance.
A series of events was then held and consultations were had with a wide range of people, including
the public, clinicians, service managers, commissioners and policy-makers, to identify a small number of
measures for development. A new information record in one ambulance service was also created by
combining ambulance, hospital and death records.
Six measures for further development were identified: managing pain; managing the 999 call; response
time; decisions about whether or not to leave people at home; decisions about whether or not to take
people to hospital; and survival after a serious emergency.
The new patient record was used to find the best way of calculating each measure. It was found that
when the impact of ambulance service care is measured on, for example, survival, factors (such as the
patient’s age, clinical condition and which hospital they went to) have to be taken into account, as these
also have an effect. This is important, because without considering these factors there is a risk of making
unfair judgements about ambulance service quality. It was also found that the process of creating the
combined patient record was complicated and time-consuming. The set of six measures provides a
comprehensive picture of the different aspects of ambulance care but, at present, the difficulties in
combining information means that it is not possible to do this routinely.
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Scientific summary
Background
Measurement of the performance of and quality of care provided by ambulance services has been
dominated by response times and indicators for a small number of emergency conditions, such as cardiac
arrest, heart attack and stroke. These measurements do not reflect the wide range of conditions that
present to ambulance services and the variety of response options that are now available. This is largely
because of the lack of previous research on what matters to patients and the absence of data on outcomes
after patients are attended by ambulance services. The Prehospital Outcomes for Evidence Based Evaluation
(PhOEBE) programme sought to address this.
Aim and objectives
The PhOEBE programme aimed to explore the development of new ways of measuring the impact of
prehospital ambulance service care. These new ways of measuring could provide better information about
the effectiveness and quality of the different types of care delivered to the range of patients attended by
ambulance services to support quality improvement, audit and evaluation of future service changes.
The objectives of the programme were to:
1. review, assess and synthesise policy and research literature on prehospital ambulance outcome
measures, conduct a qualitative study of ambulance service users’ experiences, and use consensus
methods to identify measures relevant to NHS patients, providers, practitioners and commissioners that
had potential for further development
2. create an information data set that could be used for measuring ambulance service care by linking
routinely collected prehospital ambulance data, hospital episode data and mortality data using
processes that were acceptable to patients and complied with information legislation to provide
information on outcomes
3. use the linked data to develop case-mix adjustment models that measure mortality and non-mortality
outcomes for assessing ambulance service quality and detecting change over time
4. explore the practical use of the linked data set and risk adjustment models to measure the effectiveness
and quality of ambulance service care and assess how the linked data set and models could be best
used to support quality improvement strategies.
Methods
We used a series of linked studies using multiple methods to investigate the aim and objectives. The study
was conducted in the East Midlands and Yorkshire regions of England and involved ambulance services,
patients who had used ambulance services, patient and public involvement (PPI) groups, emergency care
clinical academics, commissioners and policy-makers between 2011 and 2017.
To address objective 1 we undertook two systematic reviews of relevant literature: first, a review of published
policy documents that were relevant to actual and aspirational quality and outcomes of prehospital ambulance
services and care; and, second, a review systematically synthesising performance and outcome measures
reported in the published prehospital research literature. We also conducted a qualitative interview study of a
purposive sample of recent ambulance service users to investigate aspects of emergency ambulance service
care valued by patients.
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Using the outputs from the systematic reviews and interviews, we used a three-stage multimethod
consensus study comprising multistakeholder consensus event using a modified nominal group technique,
modified Delphi study, and patient and public consensus workshop to prioritise and rate potential
measures. An expert panel used the results of the consensus work and further assessed 20 potential
measures and identified a small number of candidate indicators for further development.
To address objective 2 we created a data set linking ambulance, hospital and mortality data using
ambulance call-and-dispatch and electronic patient report forms, Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) accident
and emergency and inpatient data, and Office for National Statistics mortality data.
To address objectives 3 and 4 we conducted a statistical analysis of the linked data set to explore use of
case-mix-adjusted methods for the candidate indicators. Case-mix adjustment was used to explore factors
other than ambulance service care that may be influencing processes or outcomes. These included patient
characteristics, for example age and the type of condition, and external factors, such as the time of day
an incident happens, the location and which hospital provided subsequent care. For each indicator we
built a statistical model that allowed us to assess which factors were important in predicting the process
or outcome and determine if case-mix adjustment would improve the robustness of the indicator as a
measure of performance and quality.
We also used the linked data and the results of two indicators to conduct an economic analysis assessing
the costs of different types of ambulance response and the economic consequences of making incorrect
decisions about whether to take people to hospital or leave them at home.
Results
Seventy-two candidate measures were generated from systematic reviews in four categories: (1) ambulance
service operations (n = 14), (2) clinical management of patients (n = 20), (3) impact of care on patients (n = 9)
and (4) time measures (n = 29). Forty-two potential measures (excluding time measures) were presented at
the consensus conference and nine measures or principles were highly prioritised by over three-quarters of
consensus event participants, including measures relating to pain, patient experience, accuracy of dispatch
decisions and patient safety.
Twenty experts participated in two Delphi rounds to refine and prioritise measures; 20 measures scored
≥ 8/9 points, indicating good consensus, including the proportion of calls correctly prioritised, time to
definitive care and pain measures. Eighteen patient and public representatives attending a consensus
workshop identified six measures as important including time to definitive care, response time, reduction in
pain score, calls correctly prioritised to appropriate levels of response and survival to hospital discharge for
treatable emergency conditions.
A total of 187,287 cases were retrieved and a linked data set of 154,927 cases was created for the 6-month
period of January to June 2013 from one ambulance service. For patients attended by the ambulance service,
85% of records were successfully linked. For cases with no ambulance response (telephone advice only),
the linkage rate was poor at 24%.
Using the outputs from the consensus work the expert panel identified six candidate indicators. These
were (1) mean change in pain score; (2) proportion of serious emergency conditions correctly identified at
the time of the 999 call; (3) response time; (4) proportion of decisions to leave a patient at scene (‘hear
and treat’ and ‘see and treat’) who subsequently re-contact a service or die within 3 days (potentially
inappropriate decision); (5) proportion of patients transported to ED by 999 emergency ambulance, but
who were discharged to usual place of residence or care of their general practitioner without treatment
or investigation(s) that needed hospital facilities (unnecessary transports); and (6) proportion of ambulance
patients with a serious emergency condition who survive to admission, and to 7 days post admission.
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Response time was not case-mix-adjusted as this is entirely in the control of the ambulance service. Of the
other five, only the mean change in pain score was not affected by other factors. For the four case-mix-
adjusted indicators, age, deprivation (measured by the Index of Multiple Deprivation) and condition or call
reason were important, and sex affected all indicators except survival. Receiving hospital was an important
factor in the indicators for unnecessary transports and survival at 7 days post incident. The overall accuracy
rate for identifying 16 emergency conditions at the time of the 999 call was 61%, although this varied
substantially for individual conditions (10–85%). The rate for potentially inappropriate decisions to not
transport a patient to hospital varied from 5 to 10.2 cases per 100 calls across 22 Clinical Commissioning
Groups, and unnecessary transports varied from 2.4 to 8 cases per 100 calls. Survival to hospital admission
ranged from 90.5 to 97.3 cases per 100 calls and survival at 7 days ranged from 90.5 to 98 cases per
100 calls. This confirms that the proportion of calls to the ambulance service that are truly life-threatening
is very small. Indicators not affected by external hospital factors could be used to measure differences
between different services or areas as well as monitoring over time. Indicators for which hospital has an
effect can be used for within-service comparisons and trends but would not make a fair judgement
between services as the outcome is influenced by service factors outside ambulance service control.
Early in the programme we identified one other potential indicator – survival rates for patients who call
for urgent conditions – but could not reliably identify all of the relevant patient population. Instead, we
conducted a retrospective case review of a sample of patients we identified from the linked data as having
a low risk of death. We assessed 153 cases of patients who died within 3 days and identified 29 patients
who were not taken to hospital at the time of the incident. These 29 cases were reviewed using structured
judgement review. Overall, 8 cases out of 29 (27.6%) were judged definitely avoidable, 8 (27.6%)
probably avoidable and 13 (44.8%) slightly or definitely not avoidable.
The economic study analysed 182,566 cases, of which 10,151 (5.6%) were ‘hear and treat’ so received no
ambulance face-to-face response, 51,223 (28.0%) received a ‘see and treat’ response and 121,192 (66.4%)
were taken to hospital. The total mean cost of a ‘hear and treat’ call was £125, ‘see and treat’ call was
£415 and ‘see and convey’ call £1745. The main reasons for these cost differences are the differences in
inpatient costs. We also compared costs for correct and incorrect decisions using the indicators for potential
inappropriate non-conveyance and unnecessary transports to identify calls with correct and incorrect
decisions. We found that the mean total cost of an incorrect non-conveyance decision is £313 more than
that of a correct conveyance decision. The mean total cost of an incorrect conveyance decision is £237
more than that of a correct non-conveyance decision. There are potential costs savings if decision-making
can be improved.
Limitations
A serious limitation to this programme was the delays caused by difficulties in obtaining the linked data.
The data linkage component was contracted to the then Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC)
(now NHS Digital). NHS Digital holds the central HES data and also provided a trusted data linkage service.
We planned to use this service to obtain the first set of linked data by the end of year 2 and a second set in
year 3 (2013–14). During 2013 major data security issues arose at NHS Digital and, as a result, there was a
major review and restructuring of the organisation. This meant that no data were released for (any) research
use for almost 2 years. As a consequence, we did not receive a linked data set until October 2016, which
was 4 months after the original expected end date of the programme. These delays meant that we have
been unable to conduct the work to further test and validate the indicators set out in objective 4.
The complexities of data management and linkage also proved to be costly and time-consuming. For some
groups of patients (e.g. those who do not receive an ambulance response), there is insufficient information
held to achieve high levels of matching and data linkage, so this patient group is not well represented in
some of the analyses. The construction of the case-mix-adjusted indicators was also complex. Although
processes to do this have now been established, we have used data from one ambulance service only.
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The results showed that the rates measured vary by geographical area and so the indicators would have
to be recalibrated for each individual ambulance service. The inability to test the indicators and their
usefulness in a ‘real-world’ setting is also a limitation to further use.
Conclusions
We identified and prioritised, through systematic reviews of the literature followed by a series of formal
consensus processes with a wide range of stakeholders, a set of potential ambulance service quality
measures that reflect the preferences of both services and users. We also created a comprehensive linked
data set providing information for individual calls that extends beyond the prehospital component of care,
although this proved to be a complex and time-consuming process. Six candidate indicators were developed
using case-mix adjustment and, of these, four were found to need adjustment to make fair comparisons.
Hospital was found to have a substantial effect on the process or outcome for two indicators, which means
that these are suitable for use only at an individual service or system level. Other indicators could be used
to make comparisons between regions or services. The complexities of both creating linked data and
constructing the indicators means that, at present, they are of limited value as it would not be possible to
measure them routinely. There is a pressing need to improve information systems and data linkage processes
if more sophisticated case-mix-adjusted performance and quality measurement is to be implemented.
Currently, no national, centralised ambulance service data are collected. Development of an ambulance
equivalent to the Emergency Care Dataset that could be linked to this and HES data would produce real
benefits for better performance measurement and associated clinical audit. The different studies conducted
as part of the PhOEBE programme open up a wide range of potential future research:
l The measures prioritised through the consensus studies should be further developed, validated and
examined to investigate their importance, validity, feasibility, relevance and sensitivity to differences in
services, service changes and quality improvement efforts in practice.
l New measures, such as patient-related experience measures, should be developed based on our
understanding of what is important to patients using ambulance services.
l Future data sets linking ambulance, hospital and mortality data could be used to investigate the effects,
safety and costs of different pathways and processes for a variety of clinical conditions and patient
outcomes.
Funding
Funding for this study was provided by the Programme Grants for Applied Research programme of the
National Institute for Health Research.
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SYNOPSIS
Background
The NHS provides emergency care for a diverse population of patients who need medical care for a wide
range of conditions and have different levels of urgency. For many patients, the first point of contact with
the NHS is when they request help from the ambulance service.
Demand for ambulance services has been steadily increasing for many years. In 1974, ambulance services
in England responded to 1.5 million emergency (‘999’) calls per year. By 2016/17 this had increased to
> 6 million responses to almost 10 million calls.1 In the past, the main purpose of the ambulance service was
to respond to serious emergencies and transport patients to the nearest hospital emergency department
(ED). As the number of calls has grown, so has the type of health problems people call 999 for.
Ambulance services now provide care for conditions that range from life-threatening emergencies, such
as heart attacks, stroke and serious injury, a wide range of illnesses and problems associated with chronic
disease and long-term conditions, to relatively minor illness or injury. In response to these changes,
ambulance services have also adapted and developed.
In 2005, the Department of Health and Social Care policy document Taking Healthcare to the Patient:
Transforming NHS Ambulance Services2 recognised that patients who call 999 should receive care that not
only is timely but also best meets their clinical needs. Patients with serious medical emergencies and injury
still need a fast response, early treatment and good clinical care at the scene, followed by transport to
hospital. However, research evidence also showed that, for some patients with less urgent problems,
a trip to the ED was not always necessary and their needs could be better met by providing the care at
home or in a community service.3
As a result of the 2005 report, and subsequent broader policy initiatives focusing on delivering care closer
to home for urgent problems and developing expert centres for specialist care such as stroke units and
major trauma centres for emergencies,4 there have been a variety of innovations in types of response
provided by the ambulance service. These types of response now fall into three main categories:
1. More detailed clinical telephone assessment of some 999 calls by nurses or paramedics so that patients
who do not need an emergency ambulance can be provided with self-care advice or referred to the
right service – ‘hear and treat’.
2. Development of paramedic skills including advanced paramedic practitioners so they can treat minor
illness and injury at home and, when needed, refer to other services for follow-up care, for example
community falls services – ‘see and treat’.
3. Improving prehospital assessment and care pathways so that patients who need specialist care can be
taken straight to the best facility (e.g. a stroke or heart attack centre) and other patients taken to the
nearest ED – ‘see and convey’.
The changes in the way that ambulance services provide care have contributed to broader efforts to improve
emergency and urgent care by developing a more ‘joined up’ system approach in which ambulance, accident
and emergency (A&E), and community services work in partnership to ensure that patients can access and
receive care in the right place and at the right time.4
These changes also need to reflect the NHS principles set out in the Next Stage Review,5 which are to
provide high-quality services through improving effectiveness, safety and patient experience. If these aims
are to be achieved, then the assessment and monitoring of the quality of services and the wider system in
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which they operate become important tasks.6 This means that we need ways of measuring how well
ambulance services are performing, in terms of both the services they are delivering and the impact that
these services have on the patients that they care for.
Quality assessment and quality improvement can be achieved only if we can find ways of routinely and
consistently measuring these important aspects of patient care so that we can identify where care is
good and where it needs to be improved. Measuring performance and quality of care is never easy but
is particularly difficult for ambulance services, as they provide care to such a diverse group of patients and
those patients will be in their care for a relatively short period of time only.
For many years, the quality of ambulance service care has been mainly assessed by measuring how quickly they
respond to 999 calls – response time performance. This is not unique to the UK and has been the predominant
performance or quality measure for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) internationally.7 Response time has
been used as a proxy measure because of the relationship between speed of response and survival following
out-of-hospital cardiac arrest – the faster the response, the more likely a patient is to survive.8 However, cardiac
arrest accounts for a very small proportion of 999 calls only, currently 0.6% in England,9 and research evidence
shows that, for other calls, the speed of response has little impact on survival or outcomes.10–12 Response time
also tells us nothing about what clinical care was given or the impact of that care on patient outcomes so,
overall, it is a poor measure of service quality for the vast majority of patients who request an ambulance.
The need to develop better ways of measuring ambulance service performance and quality of care,
particularly the effect on patient outcomes that are relevant to all people who use the service, not just a
few, has been recognised for some time. This need was a key recommendation of Taking Healthcare to
the Patient: Transforming NHS Ambulance Services2 and also a high priority in a UK Delphi study assessing
priorities for prehospital care research.13 Despite this recognition, a review of outcome measurement in
prehospital care found few research studies investigating this area and found that most published
literature focused on discussion of the need to develop measures rather than any solution to the problem.14
In England, some progress has been made with the introduction of a set of 11 ambulance service quality
indicators adopted in 2011.15 Having a set of indicators, rather than just a single measure of response time
performance, that had relevance to all calls was a big step forward, as was the inclusion of a small number
of clinical indicators designed to measure the care provided for some key conditions like cardiac arrest,
stroke and heart attack.16 However, the focus remained on processes [what the ambulance service did in
terms of response times, type of service (e.g. how many calls are managed using ‘hear and treat’) and
providing treatment for a small number of conditions] rather than how care affected patients. It is also
fair to say that these indicators or measures have mainly been developed by health professionals and
academics so may not include aspects of care that are important to patients.
There has been a major problem holding back the development of better ways of measuring how well
ambulance services provide care to the population who call 999 and that was the lack of information
available to them about what happens to patients and their outcome once they had left ambulance care.
If the only information they have is their own data about how they respond and what they do then, it is
not surprising that these are the only things that were measured. These data are also incident rather than
patient based, which makes it difficult to monitor related calls for the same patient. However, if ambulance
service information about patients could be linked to, for example, hospital information, so that they have
a more complete picture of what happens to patients and their outcomes, then a better assessment could
be made of the impact of care and the benefits it produced. Creating linked data sets can also potentially
add value by creating comprehensive information sources that can be used to provide feedback on outcomes
and improve performance and practice, but this was not something that was being done routinely.
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This programme was designed to try and resolve these problems by bringing together the two key
themes of:
1. developing more meaningful ambulance service performance and quality measures that reflect the key
principles of quality, safety and effectiveness of care
2. creating linked data sets that can combine ambulance service, hospital and mortality data to provide
the information needed to support better performance and quality measurement.
Even with a linked data set that includes patient outcomes, measuring impact is problematic. Outcomes
can be influenced by a whole range of factors in addition to ambulance care received, such as a patient’s
age, illness severity or hospital care. One way of overcoming this is to develop performance measures
that can take account of these intrinsic and extrinsic factors by using risk or case-mix adjustment models.
These have been successfully developed and used for research and audit in settings such as trauma17
and intensive care18 and have shown they can make an important difference to improving processes and
outcomes of care.
Aims and objectives
The aim of this programme was to develop new ways of measuring the impact of care provided by
ambulance services. This could support quality improvement by providing information to monitor and audit
service performance and assess the impact of change through service evaluation. The programme was
called PhOEBE (Prehospital Outcomes for Evidence Based Evaluation).
Its objectives were to:
1. review and synthesise the research literature on prehospital care outcome measures and use consensus
methods to identify a small set of measures relevant to the NHS and patients for further development
2. create a data set linking routinely collected prehospital (ambulance service) data, hospital data and
mortality data to provide outcome information
3. use the linked data to develop the measures identified in objective 1 by building case-mix adjustment
models that could potentially be used to assess ambulance service performance and detect change over
time with repeated measurement
4. explore the practical use of the linked data set and the case-mix adjustment models to measure the
effectiveness and quality of ambulance service care and assess how they can be best used to support
quality improvement strategies.
Programme design
The programme was designed to be conducted in four linked stages or workstreams (Figure 1).
Workstream 1: a review and synthesis of the evidence on ambulance service-related performance and
quality measures to produce a list of potential measures. Then use consensus methods to assess and
prioritise these measures and to identify a small number that are relevant to different stakeholders,
including patients and NHS staff, research academics and patient representatives for further development.
Workstream 2: linking ambulance service call information and patient information from the care record
completed by ambulance clinicians with routine ED and hospital information [Hospital Episode Statistics
(HES)] and national records of patient deaths. This creates a single data set that follows what happens
to each patient who makes a 999 call.
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Workstream 3: explore and develop case-mix-adjusted models for processes and outcomes in patients
attended by the ambulance service using the linked data. This allows us to assess whether or not case-mix
adjustment is needed to improve the usefulness of process or outcome measures, and their potential as
indicators to measure quality and performance between services or within services over time.
Workstream 4: testing the risk adjustment models to assess if they can be used to measure effectiveness
and quality. This looks at how they might be used in practice and explores with users (patients and staff)
how useful they are and how they might be best implemented in the NHS. In addition, the linked data
can be used to estimate the costs of different types of ambulance response.
Figures 1 and 2 provide a summary of the four workstreams and how they are linked together.
The programme was overseen and supported by a project management group that included all of the
programme collaborators, the research team, representatives from the two ambulance services taking part
and a public involvement member. We also had a project steering committee comprising key members of
the management group and external advisors representing ambulance services, the College of Paramedics,
NHS commissioners and emergency care research. The programme was carried out over the 6-year period
of 2011–17.
Public involvement
Public involvement made an important contribution to the PhOEBE programme. At the outset we formed
a public involvement reference group of three members who provided substantial support and input to
each stage of the programme, both individually and by providing links to other relevant external groups.
Our public involvement reference group not only contributed advice but also co-produced some of the
programme work and outputs. We describe the patient involvement work in more detail under Patient and
public involvement below.
Changes from the original proposal
During the course of the programme we encountered a major problem during workstream 2. The data
linkage component was contracted to the then Health and Social Care Information Centre (HSCIC)
(now NHS Digital). NHS Digital held the central HES data and also provided a trusted data linkage service.
We planned to use this service to link the ambulance service, hospital and Office for National Statistics
(ONS) mortality data. The plan was to obtain the first set of linked data by the end of year 2 and a second
set in year 3 (2013–14).
During 2013, major data security issues arose at NHS Digital and, as a result, there was a major review and
restructuring of the organisation. This meant that no data were released for (any) research use for almost
2 years. These issues are described in more detail in Creating a linked data set but the overall impact was
that, because of these external delays, we did not receive a linked data set until October 2016 – 4 months
after the original expected end date of the programme. We were fortunate to obtain a 1-year extension
to the programme, which enabled us to complete the workstream 3 work to develop the risk-adjusted
measures, albeit within a much reduced time frame.
The delays meant that we were unable to conduct much of the planned work for workstream 4, principally
because the second linked data set that we had intended to use to test and validate the measures
developed in workstream 3 arrived too late and we had no time left to complete this. The implications of
these delays and the difficulties in obtaining and managing the linked data are discussed in more detail in
Discussion and conclusions.
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Identifying, prioritising and refining 
potential measures
Identifying, prioritising and refining
measures
Shortlist of measures for developing 
using linked data set
Linked data set
Developing the
measures
Develop the PhOEBE programme toolkit,
explaining construction, rationale and 
analysis for each shortlisted measure
Create data packages for each 
shortlisted measure
Output: feasibility and development
testing for each measure
A set of new ambulance service quality 
and performance measures
Assess measures against
criteria/attributes of good indicatorsMortality review; health 
economics
Assessing the measures and substudies
Calculate the measures
Link together ambulance CAD and
ePRF with HES (A&E and APC), and
ONS mortality data
Linked ambulance and other 
services data set
Workstream 2Workstream 1
Workstream 3 OutputOutput
Workstream 4
Substudies
Output
FIGURE 1 The PhOEBE programme overview. APC, admitted patient care; CAD, computer-aided dispatch; ePRF, electronic patient report form; ONS, Office for National
Statistics.
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Identifying, prioritising and refining
potential measures
Expert group 
Identifying 
measures 
Longlist of measures for
prioritising through consensus
process 
Shortlist of measures for
developing using linkeddata set
Systematic
reviews 
Service
user
interviews 
Prioritising and
refining measures 
Consensus
event
Delphi study PPI workshop 
Workstream 1
Output
Output
FIGURE 2 Workstream 1. PPI, patient and public involvement.
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Identifying potential measures to assess
ambulance service performance and
quality of care
The overall aim of this first workstream (see Figure 2) was to explore, as broadly as possible, the rangeof potential measures that might be used to assess ambulance service performance and quality of care
and then, through a consensus process, reduce this down to those suitable for further development as
risk-adjusted measures. This was achieved using a stepwise process of five different activities:
1. Two systematic searches and syntheses of the relevant literature to identify candidate measures.
2. A qualitative study with recent users of the ambulance service to identify which aspects of ambulance
service care were important to patients and carers.
3. A consensus event at which we presented the outputs from steps 1 and 2 to a group of people
representing different interests in ambulance service care and asked participants to rate the importance
of the potential measures.
4. The highest-scoring measures from the consensus event were then developed into more detailed
measures and a Delphi survey and a patient and public involvement (PPI) event were conducted to
further rate and prioritise them.
5. A review and assessment of the results from step 4 by the programme steering group to identify the
final small set of measures for development in workstream 3.
Systematic searches and review of related research evidence
We conducted two systematic searches to review, assess and synthesise the research literature for existing
and potential process and patient outcome measures for prehospital care. These were not conventional
systematic reviews in that we were not appraising evidence of the effects of prehospital care. The aim was
to identify all measures that had been used to assess the impact, quality and safety of prehospital care
as well as potential and as yet untested measures, using systematic searching and evidence synthesis
strategies. We conducted two reviews so that we could examine both policy literature and primary
research evidence.
Review 1: documentary analysis of policy documents
The first review was designed to identify actual and aspirational quality and performance measures of
ambulance and prehospital care. We used a comprehensive search strategy to search four electronic
databases: MEDLINE, Scirus, Scopus and Google Scholar (see Appendix 1, Table 15). We also searched
relevant websites such as the Department of Health and Social Care,19 National Association of Emergency
Medical Services Physicians20 and NHS Confederation.21 We supplemented the searches with our own
extensive archive from previous related research studies. Any policy documents produced by national,
regional or professional organisations or agencies were included, but these were limited to those in the
English language published between 2000 and 2011 to ensure relevance. Searches were conducted in
August 2011. The results of the searches are given in Figure 3.
References were screened by six members of the research team. We screened 319 potential references,
assessed 72 full-text papers and included 36 documents.
Double data extraction of included references was carried out by the same six researchers and the
measures identified were classified using established frameworks of health-care quality (structure, process
and outcome23 and timeliness; efficiency; effectiveness; safety; patient centredness and equity24).
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Of the included references, the majority were discussion documents. Some were specific to ambulance
services (also known as EMS), setting out the case for the inadequacies of using response times as a
performance measure and the need to find alternatives, but stopping short of providing specific alternatives.
Others were strategy documents for the management of specific conditions (primarily stroke, coronary heart
disease or major trauma) that contained a section on prehospital management with suggestions for potential
quality measures, for example time from a call to arriving at a specialist unit for stroke patients.
Of the documents describing performance measures in use or suggestions for measures, these documents
were, unsurprisingly, dominated by time measures. After time measures, the most common measures were
also process related, mainly recording what ambulance clinicians did to either assess patients or provide
treatments. Service measures included types of response (e.g. if a paramedic was sent), how accurately
a clinical problem was identified at the time of the emergency call and how calls were managed (e.g.
the proportion managed at home and taken to hospital). There were few examples of patient outcome
measures and this category was dominated by survival from cardiac arrest. Several documents supported
the need to measure patient experience and satisfaction and some identified relief of symptoms, such as
pain as important, but there were no examples of methods to do this routinely through quality measures.
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(n = 36)
FIGURE 3 The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow chart for review 1.
Reproduced from Moher et al.22 © 2009 Moher et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author and source are credited.
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Review 2: systematic literature search and synthesis of primary research studies
For the second review, we conducted a systematic literature search and synthesis of longitudinal studies,
audits and evaluations of ambulance services (or EMS) performed at a local, regional or national level.
The aim was to identify potential performance and quality measures that may have been used to assess
differences between, or change in, the delivery of ambulance service care in primary research projects.
Some of these may not have been considered as routine measures but could potentially be developed and
adapted for this purpose.
We conducted a systematic search of five electronic databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL (Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature), ISI Web of Science and The Cochrane Library (see Appendix 1,
Table 16). This was supplemented with references identified in review 1, hand-searching of included studies
and articles from our own relevant archive. Any relevant research study that had investigated ambulance
service delivery and care from a service perspective and incorporated some measurement of change was
included.
We were aware that there was an enormous amount of related research literature for specific patient
groups, particularly cardiac arrest and trauma, which could potentially overwhelm our search. Much of this
research is about the clinical management of patients and its effectiveness. We therefore excluded studies
for which the primary aim was to assess a specific clinical intervention or if it was a descriptive study. The
key focus here was comparative research and the measurement of change. Included studies were limited
to those in the English language and published between 2000 and 2011. Searches were conducted in
October 2011.
As in review 1, references were screened by six members of the research team. For included studies, data
extraction was completed using a two-stage process. As review 2 yielded a larger number of studies than
review 1, double data extraction was carried out for a 10% random sample of references. For the first
stage, six reviewers extracted descriptive information on study aim, population, setting and the main
process or outcome measures used. For the second stage, three reviewers carried out a more detailed data
extraction on each measure identified including the type of measure, how it was measured and how it was
reported.
We screened 5088 references by title and abstract, reviewed 257 full-text references and included 139
references. We identified 136 different measures that were recorded 483 times in the included studies.
The results of the searches are given in Figure 4.
We classified measures into three broad groups: service (operational) measures, patient management
measures and patient outcomes (see Appendix 1, Boxes 5–7). The largest group was service measures
(41%), which mainly included a large number of time-interval measurements. This group also included
call handling, skill level of response and type of response (e.g. transported or not transported). The
patient management group accounted for 29% of measures and these were mainly concerned with
clinical procedures and interventions, such as assessing symptoms and condition and treatment provided
(e.g. drugs given, splinting, defibrillation and oxygen therapy).
It also included decisions about where to take patients (i.e. to the nearest ED or to a specialist hospital)
and subsequent hospital measures, such as length of stay or where a patient was discharged to. The third
group of patient outcomes included 30% of the identified measures but this was dominated by the single
measure of survival (or mortality), which accounted for more than half of the measures. The reason for this
is that there were many different end points for measuring survival ranging from < 1 day up to 5 years.
A small number of functional measures were recorded, which included quality-of-life measures, physical
disability and cognitive (brain) function. Some examples of the types of measures included in each category
are provided in Table 1.
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FIGURE 4 The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow chart for review 2.
Reproduced from Moher et al.22 © 2009 Moher et al. This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author and source are credited.
TABLE 1 Example measures identified from systematic evidence review
Category Measure
Clinical
management
Accuracy of call-taker identification of different conditions (e.g. cardiac arrest, heart attack, stroke,
low-urgency calls suitable for nurse advice)
Proportion of people with diabetes mellitus treated at home
Accuracy of paramedic diagnosis, for example agreement of on-scene and final hospital diagnosis
Compliance with protocols and guidelines (e.g. triage or transport protocols)
Whole system Completeness and accuracy of patient records
Frequency with which ambulance staff administer treatments (e.g. inserting breathing tubes, heart
monitoring, oxygen therapy, defibrillation)
Proportion of all calls that receive an ambulance response with patients who are not conveyed to
hospital/other health facility
Volume and nature of complaints
Patient outcomes Survival at different time points after the event. For example, in hospital, 24 hours, 7 days, 30 days,
90 days, 1 year
Health/quality-of-life status
Proportion of patients left at home who have a contact with any emergency/urgent health service
within 72 hours
Pain measurement and symptom relief
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Example search strategies for each review and a table of the categorisation of the 136 included measures
are provided in Appendix 1. Further details on the findings and individual measures identified in the two
reviews and the final list of combined measures identified from both reviews is provided in a supplementary
file available at www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
An update of the searches in 2016 did not reveal any new measures that need to be considered. In our
original proposal we said that we would conduct a third systematic review of any tools or instruments
that we identified that had been specifically constructed to measure performance for prehospital care.
However, we found no relevant instruments and the only composite measures were already validated
general tools to assess, for example, quality of life [EuroQol-5 Dimensions (EQ-5D)] or functional outcome
(Glasgow Outcome Score); therefore, this review was not conducted. The results of both reviews were
pooled and a list of potential measures was constructed using the three broad groups described above.
This list provided the focus for the next stage of workstream 1 – the consensus event to begin identifying
and prioritising measures for further development.
Consensus event
The next step in workstream 1 was to begin to reduce the number of potential measures identified in the
evidence reviews by making an assessment of their importance and beginning the process of prioritising
which of these might be suitable for further development.
Performance and quality measures can serve different purposes for different groups of people. For services,
this can be how well they are providing a timely and appropriate response to people who request their
help and whether or not they are providing the best clinical care determined by current best practice. For
commissioners, these measures may help to judge whether or not a local service is performing well and
where improvement is needed, which may require additional support and investment. For patients, these
measures should provide some indication of what type of service they are likely to receive and whether or
not this meets their expectations. For policy-makers and government, these measures should provide an
overview of the current level of service provision, whether or not this is consistent with expected standards
and to what extent there is variation in different parts of the country. A good set of performance and
quality measures should then, as far as possible, be relevant to different groups that have a legitimate
interest in how well ambulance services are being delivered. This means that we had to try to find a set of
measures that were agreed as important and relevant by the different groups that would potentially be the
end users of these measures.
Our first step was to hold a consensus event that brought together different groups of people (i.e.
ambulance operational and clinical staff, commissioners, patients and the public, emergency care clinicians,
policy-makers and academics) to discuss, assess and rate the potential measures identified by the reviews.
We also wanted to include measures that were important to patients who may not have been identified
by the reviews. We conducted a separate interview study with recent users of the ambulance service
(see Patient and carer views of ambulance service care) at around the same time and, although this was
still in progress, there were some emerging themes that we were able to include in the consensus event.
To supplement this, we also conducted a small focus group with 10 patient and public participants
immediately before the consensus event. Participants in this focus group described their experiences and
expectations of ambulance service care and identified a small number of important factors that were
added to the list of measures for discussion.
We held the consensus event over 1 day in July 2012. The event was attended by 42 people (excluding the
research team) who represented ambulance services, emergency medicine clinicians, patient and public
representatives, commissioners, policy-makers and academics. Participants were mainly from the UK,
but there were three international attendees.
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The reviews identified a large number of potential measures. To make the process of prioritising more
manageable for a 1-day event we did two things:
1. We reduced some measures to a single principle rather than all of the possible options. An example
was ‘survival’, which we kept as a single measure rather than providing all of the different time cut-off
points identified in the review. Overall, 42 measures (excluding time measures) were presented.
2. There were a large number of time measures and we did not want the discussions to be dominated by
discussions of these to the detriment of other potential measures. We did recognise that time is an
important factor, not just in terms of outcome for a small group of patients but more generally as a
patient expectation. We therefore conducted a separate exercise where all 28 time measures were
listed in a spreadsheet and participants asked to rate how important they thought each was by e-mail.
The results of this exercise were subsequently combined with the ratings of the other measures
discussed at the consensus event.
On the day we assessed the potential measures in two ways:
1. Participants were randomly allocated to small groups. Using a nominal group method each group was
provided with a list of potential measures with explanatory notes and allowed to discuss and share their
opinions about the measures presented. There was also the opportunity for participants to add their
own ideas. Each group was facilitated by a member of the research team and participants could add
notes to the list.
2. After the discussions, each measure was presented to the whole group as a Microsoft PowerPoint®
(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) slide (including any new measures identified) and
participants were asked to vote on whether they thought the measure was essential, desirable or
irrelevant using a live electronic voting system. This meant that all participants could contribute to
discussions but also cast their votes independently and anonymously.
This two-step process was repeated three times, once for each of the main categories of measures (service,
patient management and patient outcome). After the event the results of the voting were analysed and
the measures ranked according to the proportion voting essential, desirable or irrelevant. This was carried
out for each of the three groups and for all measures combined. A full description of the results of the
voting for all of the measures considered is provided on the PhOEBE programme’s website.25
Table 2 shows an illustration of the voting using the top-10 measures ranked according to the proportion
voted essential.
Delphi survey
The consensus event allowed us to begin to prioritise the large number of candidate measures and reject
some measures that were agreed as not important. For the next stage, we used another consensus
method – a Delphi survey to further rate and prioritise measures. At this point we considered not just what
could be measured but also how this might be done.
A total of 67 measures were included and these were categorised into the same three groups: patient
outcomes (n = 25), whole service measures (n = 32) and clinical management measures (n = 10). The
number of items was larger than those considered in the consensus event because, at this stage, we
included time measures and began to develop more explicit, discrete descriptions of potential indicators.
For example, where a broad principle such as accuracy of dispatch decisions was used for the consensus
work, this was refined into multiple descriptions for specific conditions or call types. Potential measures
were presented in a survey that enabled responses to be completed and returned electronically.
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Participants were asked to consider each measure and score their level of agreement on a scale of 1 to 9
(strongly disagree to strongly agree) using the statement:
This measure (either on its own or within a set of measures) is a good reflection of the quality of
care provided by ambulance services and is likely to be a good indicator of the quality of the 999
ambulance service care pathway.
Participants were able to suggest additional indicators for inclusion. Responses to round 1 were recorded
and the median score was calculated for each measure. This was followed by a second round during
which revisions to measure descriptions were made following suggestions from the first round. Participants
were provided with their own and the group median score and asked to score the measures again on the
same 1–9 scale.
There were 23 participants who completed the round 1 form and 20 completed round 2 with an overall
response rate of 74%. As in the consensus event, the participants represented a wide range of service
provider and professional viewpoints, and most UK ambulance trusts. Some participants had also participated
in the consensus event. Scores from round 2 were recorded and median scores calculated. A large number of
measures scored highly, so a median score of 8 was used to discriminate between measures, with 20 (67%)
participants ranked as high scoring.
We intended to include patient and public participants in the Delphi survey but our PPI reference group
thought that the level of technical detail would make meaningful participation difficult. Instead, we held a
separate event for PPI participants so that the concepts and measures could be explained and discussed in
a face-to-face format.
Using a similar format to the previous consensus event, measures were presented for each of the three
categories and small group discussions held. Participants then used an electronic voting system to rank
each measure. Eighteen PPI representatives attended the PPI workshop and represented a range of people,
including young people and vulnerable groups. The results of the PPI event were added to the results of
the Delphi survey for the final stage of this workstream.
TABLE 2 Top-10 measures by highest percentage voted as essential
Rank Measure
Voting, n (%)
Total, nEssential Desirable Irrelevant
1 Accuracy of dispatch decisions 36 (86) 6 (14) 0 (0) 42
2 Completeness and accuracy of patient records 35 (85) 5 (12) 1 (2) 41
3 Accuracy of call-taker identification of different conditions or
needs (e.g. heart attack, stroke, suitable for nurse advice)
33 (79) 7 (17) 2 (5) 42
4 Pain measurement and symptom relief 33 (79) 7 (17) 2 (5) 42
5 Patient experience 31 (78) 9 (23) 0 (0) 40
6 Measuring patient safety 32 (76) 9 (23) 1 (2) 42
7 Overtriage and undertriage rates 31 (76) 9 (22) 1 (2) 41
8 Compliance with end-of-life care plans 31 (76) 7 (17) 3 (2) 41
9 Proportion of calls treated by most appropriate service
(whole 999 population)
30 (75) 9 (23) 1 (3) 40
10 Compliance with protocols and guidelines 29 (69) 12 (29) 1 (2) 42
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Two published papers26,27 are freely available and describe in more detail the methods and results of the
consensus event and Delphi survey,26 and the co-produced event created with our PPI reference group to
complement the Delphi study.27
Patient and carer views of ambulance service care
At the outset of the PhOEBE programme we were aware that little research had been done to investigate
the aspects of emergency ambulance service care that are valued by people who use the service. This
includes patients but also their carers, who may be the person who makes a 999 call asking for help. To
address this we conducted a qualitative study in which we interviewed people who had recently used the
ambulance service in one of our study services. Ethics approval for the study was sought and gained from
the National Research Ethics Service Committee East Midlands – Northampton (Research Ethics Committee
reference 12/EM/0022) on 23 February 2012. During 2012, we talked to 22 patients and eight of their
spouses (n = 30) using a semistructured face-to-face (n = 18) or telephone (n = 14) interview. We felt that
it was important to explore the processes and outcomes of care that were important to ambulance users
and we wanted to ensure that we captured issues that were relevant to the range of ambulance users,
not just those with a life-threatening condition. We therefore included patients and carers who had called
for serious problems requiring transport to hospital, those who had an ambulance crew attending but
who were managed at home, and those managed by telephone advice. In the first part of the interview,
we explored positive and negative aspects of their ambulance service experience and this was followed
with questions about what they valued about the service and how performance might be measured.
Interviews were recorded, transcribed and then analysed using framework analysis. An initial thematic
framework was developed and then interviews coded to these themes, adding new ones as they emerged.
A thematic map was constructed related to issues participants valued.
Participants in our study, regardless of clinical condition or level of ambulance service response received,
valued similar aspects of their prehospital care experience. Users were often extremely anxious about their
health and the outcome they valued was reassurance provided by ambulance service staff to alleviate
the anxiety, fear or panic that they experienced at the time of calling an ambulance. They also valued
reassurance that they were receiving appropriate advice, treatment and care, and this was enhanced by
the professional behaviour of staff, which instilled confidence in their care, communication, waiting times
for help (i.e. a short wait), and continuity during transfers. These features are themselves a consequence of
the ability of call-takers and ambulance clinicians to competently recognise what the problem is and deliver
appropriate advice and care and so implicitly reflect good-quality care. A timely response was valued in
terms of allaying anxiety quickly. Participants valued the experience that they had, not just with ambulance
crews who attended them but also the call-takers when they made their 999 call.
The interviews with users highlighted very clearly that, regardless of the actual clinical problem, the ability
of the emergency ambulance service to allay the high levels of fear and anxiety felt by patients and their
carers was crucial to the delivery of a high-quality service. Measures developed to assess and monitor the
performance of emergency ambulance services have predominantly focused on actions such as response
times or treatments provided. However, it was the more human interactions with the service that users
recalled and described, and which could be included in the development of ambulance service patient
experience measures. We used the findings from this study to add context to the description of ‘patient
experience’ as a potential measure within the consensus work. Although it was recognised as important,
it was acknowledged that measurement of patient experience is a longer-term objective outside the scope
of the programme.
The qualitative study has been published as an open-access peer-reviewed journal article.28
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Final selection of measures for further development
The reviews and consensus work allowed us to consider a large number of potential ambulance service
performance and quality measures, and to determine which were considered important to a range of end
users. The final stage was to select from this list a small set of measures that could reflect the range of
perspectives (service measures, patient management and patient outcomes) and take account of the broad
population of people calling 999, not just a few with specific conditions.
The final set was selected using an expert panel drawn from our programme management and steering
groups. The panel comprised 13 members and included representatives of the research team (reflecting
research, statistics, ambulance service clinicians, PPI, emergency medicine) and external expertise from a
further emergency medicine consultant, consultant paramedic and commissioner. We assessed all measures
considered in the consensus work26 to avoid missing potentially important measures that did not feature
highly in the rating exercises. Each measure was rated using a set of criteria that considered, for example,
how highly it ranked in the consensus meetings and Delphi survey, the population it applied to, feasibility
and availability of data, relevance to ambulance care, importance, meaningfulness and whether or not
an item was already being measured. A score was derived for each potential measure using these criteria
and the final set selected using these scores and expert judgements so that the set as a whole provided a
balanced assessment of the different aspects of ambulance care considered to be important. The full set of
criteria used and 56 measures assessed is available in Appendix 2 (see Table 17).
For two measures, survival from an emergency condition and accuracy of call identification, we had to
identify a set of relevant conditions, as not all 999 calls were appropriate. We had previously conducted
some consensus work as part of a study to develop emergency care system indicators and in this work
identified a set of 16 emergency conditions [with relevant International Classification of Diseases, Tenth
Edition (ICD-10),29 codes] that were considered appropriate to include in the indicators. We therefore used
this same set of validated conditions for this work, including only patients with this diagnosis at discharge
from hospital or as a cause of death.30 The 16 emergency conditions are listed in Box 1.
The final set of six measures selected for further development, included in workstream 3, is shown in
Table 3. We initially included two further measures in this list. First, the compliance of ambulance clinicians
with protocols and guidelines for specific conditions. The current ambulance service Clinical Quality
Indicators31 for England already include a measure of compliance with expected care bundles for a small
number of conditions. The purpose of this measure was to explore whether or not the availability of linked
data and better information on patient outcome could be used to improve this indicator. However, the
problems in obtaining the linked data and reduced time available to develop the performance measures
meant that we had to exclude at least one intended measure and, as this measure already exists at least in
part, we decided to concentrate on new measures. Second, we included a measure of mortality in patients
with urgent problems, that is, those who have a low risk of dying. However, the lack of information on
final diagnosis for patients not admitted to hospital made it impossible to identify all relevant patients.
Instead, we took a different approach with this measure and explored the use of a structured judgement
review process to identify potentially avoidable deaths.
Summary
Workstream 1 encompassed a number of related activities. The evidence reviewed revealed a large number
of potential measures although many were variations on a single theme, such as time. The consensus work
allowed us to consider this broad range of measures from a number of different perspectives. In particular,
there was strong patient and public input including use of a novel approach to meaningful participation
in the consensus process. The final set of measures for further development represented the potential to
provide a broader and more balanced view of ambulance service care. These were relevant to all people
who used the service rather than the current focus on single processes, such as response time or smaller
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populations with important but more specific conditions (e.g. cardiac arrest). The qualitative study
produced new and important primary research evidence in an area that has not been well studied and
revealed important insights into patient perceptions that were poorly understood. We found that:
1. Previous quality measures and performance indicators were dominated by time measures and
accounted for over one-third of identified measures.
2. Outcome measures were dominated by varying durations of survival or mortality, spanning the range
from admission to hospital to up to 5 years post admission, in a small number of longitudinal primary
research studies.
3. Measures of accuracy were most frequently voted as essential, followed by measures (including pain)
that reflected patient experience.
4. Patients felt that addressing anxiety and providing reassurance were important. This applied to the call
process as well as face-to-face interaction with ambulance clinicians.
Workstream 1 produced a set of candidate measures potentially suitable for further development as
indicators of ambulance service quality and performance. Development required an information source
that brought together details of what happened to patients at the time of the incident and after their
ambulance service contact. This was the focus of the next workstream.
BOX 1 Emergency conditions used for call accuracy and survival indicators
Acute heart failure.
Acute myocardial infarction.
Anaphylaxis.
Asphyxiation.
Asthma.
Cardiac arrest.
Falls in patients aged < 75 years.
Fractured neck of femur.
Meningitis.
Pregnancy and birth related.
Road traffic collision.
Ruptured aortic aneurysm.
Self-harm.
Septic shock.
Serious head injury.
Stroke.
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TABLE 3 The final set of measures that could be developed as potential performance or quality indicators
Measure description Aim
Change in pain score (mean/median) To calculate the change in pain score for patients who received
an ambulance response and had more than one pain score
recorded
Accuracy and appropriateness of call ID To identify the proportion of patients with serious emergency
conditions whose condition is appropriately categorised by the
ambulance service
Response time To calculate a range of mean and percentile ambulance response
times to explore alternative ways of displaying performance for an
ambulance service
Proportion of decisions to leave a patient at scene
(‘hear and treat’ and ‘see and treat’) that resulted in
re-contacts and/or death (within 3 days)
To identify the frequency of potentially inappropriate
non-conveyance decisions
Proportion of ambulance patients with a serious
emergency condition who survive to admission,
and to 7 days post admission
To identify the proportion of people with a serious emergency
condition who survive to admission (within 7 days of ambulance
contact) and, of those, the proportion who survive to 7 days post
admission
Proportion of patients transported to ED by 999
emergency ambulance who were discharged to usual
place of residence or care of GP, without treatment
or investigation(s) that needed hospital facilities
To identify the frequency of potentially inappropriate conveyance
decisions
GP, general practitioner; ID, identifier.
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Creating a linked data set
Introduction
Health-care information relating to a single person is often held by different services and is usually
unconnected. In addition, different systems may be event rather than person based, so the same person
can have multiple and different unconnected event records. The purpose of linking data is to match data
from different information systems, bringing them together to create a single record of events for an
individual person.
Having access to linked health data provides a real advantage for assessing health-care quality and
performance. Patient pathways often involve multiple service providers or service contacts. If we base our
assessments of how good care is on information from a single health provider or service, this provides only
a ‘partial view’ of quality and performance and does not capture the range of services or complex care
pathways available in today’s health care.32
This is important for the ambulance service as, although they are a key service providing immediate help to
people with an emergency or urgent health-care problem, very often this is a relatively short component,
being only the first step in a longer set of contacts with different parts of the health-care system. In most
cases, the impact of ambulance service care may not be obvious until further along the episode of care
and this is particularly true of patient outcome information.
The availability of linked patient information enables important outcomes to be measured. In addition,
making better use of the routine information collected along an episode or pathway of care for a population
of patients, such as those who call 999, means that it becomes possible to monitor and compare processes
and outcomes of care over time. Although linking information from different parts of the health service into
a single patient record might seem obvious in the digital age, this is still not routinely available.
There have been previous attempts to link ambulance service data with ED data in the UK33 and Australia.34
In both of these previous studies, data linkage was achieved but only after problems with data quality,
finding suitable patient identifiers (IDs) and developing statistical matching processes had been overcome.
Within the PhOEBE programme, our aim for workstream 2 was to revisit this problem and attempt to create
a data set that linked routinely collected health service and national mortality information for individuals who
used the 999 emergency ambulance service. The objectives were to:
1. develop data linkage processes that are acceptable to patients, data processors and data controllers,
and comply with information legislation
2. obtain the necessary research and data approvals
3. link routinely collected ambulance service information about the 999 call and the clinical care given
to patients with routinely collected hospital information and national mortality information, using a
third-party data processor (NHS Digital)
4. create a new information source that provides a single record of the emergency care pathway for each
patient contacting the 999 ambulance service.
Types and sources of information included in the linked data
We used five different types of information from three sources to create the linked data set. A full list of
data and variables included in the linked data set can be found in a supplementary file at www.sheffield.
ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
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Ambulance information
We used two different types of ambulance service data.
1. Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data: this is the information that is recorded in the ambulance control
room for every 999 call they receive. It contains items relating to call management and triage (e.g. the
assessment of what the health problem is and how urgent it is). Items include timings (e.g. call received,
ambulance sent, arrival on scene), location, reason for the call, urgency category, resources sent,
disposition and patient demographic information.
2. Electronic patient report form (ePRF): a comprehensive record of clinical care provided to patients at the
incident scene for those patients who are sent an ambulance response. It includes descriptions of condition,
results of assessment and any treatment provided and is recorded directly to a hand-held computer.
Hospital information
We used two types of information on hospital events relating to ED care and hospital admission. The source of
this information was HES data. This is a centrally managed data warehouse containing details of all admissions
to NHS hospitals in England. HES information is stored as a large collection of separate records, one for
each period of care, in a secure data warehouse. Each HES record contains a wide range of information
about an individual patient admitted to a NHS hospital. For example:
l clinical information about diagnoses and operations
l information about the patient, such as age group, sex and ethnic category
l administrative information, such as time waited, date of admission and discharge destination
l geographical information on where the patient was treated and the area in which they lived.
Within HES data, we obtained information from two subsets of data.
1. HES A&E: these are individual records for all ED attendances occurring in England and contains information
on patient details, dates and times, health problem or condition, investigations and treatments.
2. HES admitted patient care (APC): these are individual records for all patients admitted to hospital in
England and contain information on diagnosis, treatment, length of stay, ward or facility type and
medical specialty (e.g. cardiology, orthopaedics).
The advantage of national HES data is that all episodes of care for an individual patient are recorded.
This means that we could identify not only any hospital care associated with the initial 999 call but also
any subsequent related ED attendances or hospital admissions within a defined period of time.
National mortality data
Mortality data were obtained from the ONS.35 The ONS collects information on the date and cause of
death from the death certificate when the death of an individual is registered. The death certificate also
records a list of other conditions or diseases that the patient had at the time of death.
Some people die in hospital and this is recorded in the HES data. However, other people die outside
hospital. Adding ONS mortality information to our linked data provides a better and more accurate picture
as it gives more detailed information on the cause of death and allows us to identify this important
outcome for people who may have died without being admitted to hospital or after they have been
discharged from hospital.
Study services and planned data collection periods
Two ambulance services in England took part in the programme: East Midlands Ambulance Service NHS
Trust (EMAS) and Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust (YAS). When the PhOEBE programme started in
2011, the use of the ePRF was not widespread among ambulance services. EMAS had ePRF coverage for
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> 80% of the population who it served and YAS for one small operational area (about 15% of the service
population). In our original plan we intended to create two linked data sets for each service (four data
sets in total) for two time periods in year 2: July –December 2012 and January–June 2013. Delays in
obtaining the right permissions meant that this moved by 6 months so the final data linkage periods were
January–June 2013 and July–December 2013. Two separate time periods were used as the intention was
to use the first data sets to construct the performance and quality measures in workstream 3 and the
second sets to test the measures in workstream 4.
Data permissions
Linking different sources of health data together must be done in a way which is ethical and secure,
acceptable to patients and service users and meets the requirements of the Data Protection Act36,37 and
other relevant legislation. A central principle of data-linking studies is that individual concerns about the
use of personal information must be balanced against the research benefits for the general population,
so measures to manage risk and safeguard personal health information must be in place.38 We therefore
had to obtain a number of relevant permissions and put in place the required information governance and
secure data management processes before we could request and obtain our linked data. Patient identifiable
data were needed to enable the processes that linked ambulance service, hospital and mortality data.
However, no identifiable data were transferred or processed outside the NHS and, therefore, no patient
identifiable data were retained in the final linked data set we used for our research.
We obtained the following permissions:
l NHS research ethics approval – as elements of the process required patient identifiable data, approval
was sought and gained on 12 July 2012 from the NHS health research authority through the National
Research Ethics Service Committee East Midlands – Derby (Research Ethics Committee reference
12/EM/0251, Integrated Research Application System project number 84751).
l Confidentiality Advice Group – approval is required from this group (previously the National Information
Governance Board) where research studies wish to use personal-identifiable patient information without
consent, for purposes other than the direct care of patients and where it is not possible to use anonymised
data or to seek patient consent. In this project, seeking individual consent was not feasible as the number
of patients was very large (the individual ambulance services respond to > 400,000 999 calls per year)
and we anticipated that some patients would have died. Approval was confirmed on 17 August 2012.
l NHS Digital Data Access Request Service – permission is required from the NHS Digital Data Access
Advisory Group to process and receive data. As part of this approval process, the legal basis for
accessing the data, information governance and security arrangements, including data storage systems,
and whether or not the project has a purpose beneficial to the health system is assessed.
The process of applying for data permissions and approvals proved to be very challenging and time-consuming.
When we started this process, the HES data were held by NHS Digital. This organisation was also engaged
to provide the data linkage service. We initially obtained the necessary (at that time) approvals in 2012 and
began the process for obtaining the first set of ambulance data for linkage in January 2013. However, shortly
after this a number of serious internal problems at HSCIC meant that there was a major reorganisation into
what is now NHS Digital. During this period no data were released from NHS Digital. The reorganisation also
meant that new approvals processes were put in place and the data permissions process had to begin again.
This was completed in May 2015 and it was then a further 4 months before we received any NHS Digital
data. Additional work and data approvals were then required owing to poor match rates for some patient
groups, meaning it was not until October 2016 that we received the first adequate data set required for the
workstream 3 work. Figure 5 provides a summary of the timelines and processes for the data linkage work.
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Creating the linked data sets
To create the linked data that we needed for the programme, a number of steps were needed to bring
the different types of information together. Within NHS Digital, processes are already in place to link HES
records and ONS mortality data. The new task for this project was to link ambulance service electronic
records with these subsequent health records.
April–November 2012
Data approvals 
•  CAG (NIGB)
•  Ethics
•  R&D (YAS and EMAS)
January–July 2013
HES data submission to NHS Digital (formerly HSCIC)
sign off 
•  Application submitted to NHS Digital in January 2013
•  Final sign off from NHS Digital in July 2013
March–November 2013
Ambulance data
•  Obtaining, querying and modifying ambulance data
    sample and submission to NHS Digital
December 2013– 
August 2014 
NHS Digital data processing
•  Notification in April 2014 that data would not be
    delivered. No further correspondence from NHS Digital
    was received until August 2014
•  In August 2014 we are asked to resubmit our application
    to NHS Digital, renew our CAG approval and obtain an
    IG toolkit, with level 2 approval
September 2014–
May 2015 
Data approvals
•  Resubmission to the CAG on 9 September, with approval
    granted on 19 December 2014
•  IG toolkit submitted on 27 November 2014
•  NHS Digital approval process 19 December 2014 to
   19 May 2015
May–August 2015 
Ambulance data 
•  Processing data to fit with new NHS Digital data
    requirements
•  Investigation of missing DoB data (required as part of
    NHS Digital’s data-linking algorithm)
•  Uploading data to NHS Digital
August–October 2015
NHS Digital data processing 
•  Receive first batch of linked data on 29 September 2015 
October 2015– 
March 2016
University of Sheffield data cleaning and formatting 
•  Linking HES and ONS data to ambulance CAD and ePRF
•  Creating new variables for analysis
•  Analysis of linkage rates. Identified no ‘hear and treat’
    data linked and other non-linked cases
•  Obtain improved data from ambulance service in order to
    rerun data linkage for missing cases 
March–October 2016 
NHS Digital’s data approvals and data processing 
•  Submission of improved ambulance data to rerun linkage
    for non-matched cases
•  New DSA and data approvals required to rerun data
    linkage
•  NHS Digital upgraded its systems and was unable to
    respond to e-mails for 1 month
•  First tracing report available to UoS in June 2016
•  Final data available to UoS October 2016 
FIGURE 5 Timetable of data permissions and processes for obtaining linked data. CAG, Confidentiality Advice
Group; DoB, date of birth; DSA, data sharing agreement; IG, Information Governance; NIGB, National Information
Governance Board; R&D, research and development; UoS, University of Sheffield.
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The first step was to retrieve the relevant information from ambulance service CAD and ePRF records.
The starting point was all 999 calls received in the relevant time frame. Some calls were excluded at this
point such as attendances with no ePRF, interhospital transfers, calls passed to other ambulance services and
duplicate calls for the same incident. The exception was ‘hear and treat’ calls, defined as those calls that
received input from a clinician (nurse or paramedic) but which have no ePRF record as no ambulance is sent.
The following stepwise process was then followed:
l Yorkshire Ambulance Service and EMAS selected and extracted the study data sample, based on all
included ambulance service contacts within the specified time period.
l The study ambulance services linked the CAD and ePRF data (except ‘hear and treat’ calls) for all
selected ambulance service contacts and produced a linked data set in Microsoft Excel® (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). These data contain a large number of variables recording details
of the patient, call processes, response provided, clinical assessment and treatment.
l The ambulance services assigned a unique ID code to each individual patient record.
l The ambulance services created a version of the data set that contained only the clinical data from the
ePRF, non-identifiable emergency call and dispatch information from CAD and the unique ID number.
This anonymised file, in the form of a password-protected Excel spreadsheet, was sent via secure
encrypted e-mail to the research team at the University of Sheffield.
l The ambulance services created a second version of the data set that contained only the variables
required for data linking including patient identifiable data. These included, for example, date, time and
location of incident, patient name, date of birth, address, hospital attended, the unique ID number,
and (when available) NHS number. For cases for which there was no NHS number available, these were
traced by NHS Digital. This data set was sent to NHS Digital as a password-protected Excel spreadsheet
via NHS Digital’s secure electronic file transfer system.
The next step was to link the ambulance service data with HES and ONS mortality data. This was undertaken
by NHS Digital using its data-linking algorithm. This was a deterministic linkage of NHS number, sex, date
of birth and postcode using a series of progressive steps39 to match the same information in one data set
with that in another. When the NHS number was unavailable, we used NHS Digital’s NHS number-tracing
service to look up NHS numbers using date of birth and patient name. NHS digital linked ambulance data
with a large number of variables from the HES A&E, HES patient admission and ONS death records so we
could identify all patients who subsequently attended an ED, were admitted to hospital or died. The unique
patient ID provided by the ambulance service was retained in this linked data set. After all possible records
were linked, NHS Digital removed identifiable data and, when necessary, replaced it into a pseudonymised
variable, for example date of birth was transformed into age. The de-identified data were returned to the
research team using the same secure transfer processes.
The final step was for the research team to re-link the clinical and CAD data provided by the ambulance
services with the HES and ONS data provided by NHS Digital, using the unique ID number contained in
each data set to produce our final linked data set. Figure 6 shows the data flow processes used for
workstream 2.
Because of the delays in obtaining linked data, we were unable to obtain the intended four complete data
sets in our original plan. The first best-quality data received was that created for EMAS data for the period
January–June 2013 in October 2016. We did subsequently obtain linked data for YAS for the same period
and also the linked data for both EMAS and YAS for the second period of July–December 2013. However,
given the time needed to then process these data sets into formats needed for the programme research,
we were unable to use them within the time available. These data will be available for further research but
the description below of data processing and the number of cases included in the linked data used in this
programme was confined to the first EMAS data set we were able to fully utilise.
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Processing the linked data
Data were housed on a secure virtual machine and read for processing into R (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria), which is an open source programming language and data management
software programme for statistical computing. The processing involved data cleaning and standardisation to
create variables required for the study, for example calculating time intervals.
A full list of the variables included in the data sets from each information source, a detailed description of
the processes for requesting and returning data, the technical specification of the linkage algorithm and a
description of how each data package was created are provided in the supplementary file at www.sheffield.
ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
Data complexity
Ambulance service data are complex and services hold data about patients in multiple data sets. For example,
call data are stored within CAD, clinical patient data are stored in ePRF and process data about resources
sent to incidents are stored in a separate resources data set. We also obtained another data file containing
lower super output area to provide information about geographical area and deprivation index for each
incident. This was used to calculate variables such as rural and urban incidents. The process of linking the
ambulance data sets together was very complex. It is possible for multiple vehicles to be sent to the same
incident. The first attending resource may not be the resource that takes the patient to hospital; therefore,
calculating time on scene or total prehospital time involves multiple rows of data in multiple data sets.
NHS
Digital
Data supplied by EMAS Data supplied by YAS
The PHOEBE programme team,
University of Sheffield
Movement of anonymised
or linked data
Movement of patient
identifiable data
Boundary within which NHS
data movements occur
FIGURE 6 Data flow processes.
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There can also be more than one patient for the same incident, meaning that one row of CAD data are linked
with multiple ePRF files. Added to this complexity is that patients may re-contact the ambulance service many
times within the 6-month data sample. For some of the PhOEBE programme indicators we were required to
link together all ambulance contacts for the same person within a specific time period (e.g. 3 or 7 days).
Analytical decisions
Calls can be analysed for individual patients or individual calls. We decided to count decisions, not
patients, because we were interested in the performance of the ambulance service at each point of
contact, rather than for each individual; multiple 999 calls still present multiple opportunities for a service
to make an appropriate/inappropriate decision on each occasion, even if the calls all relate to the same
patient. Counting decisions allows us to recognise this in a way that simply counting the overall experience
of each patient (once) would not [i.e. if the same patient phoned three times in 3 days, was left at scene
each time and then died (still within 3 days of the first call), that would be three care decisions even
though they relate to a single patient].
Additional linkages
Poor initial matching results for one service and for specific types of patients within another service meant
that investigation of the data quality for the linkages was required. Ambulance services were subsequently
able to provide better-quality linking information by either accessing alternative data sources or obtaining
missing patient data from previous contacts and attaching it to the study data.
Cases included in the final data set
In our first complete EMAS data set, 83% (154,927/187,426) of patients in the sample were successfully
traced and their records linked. Unsuccessful traces were due to missing or incomplete patient ID data
from the CAD or ePRF records, so these could not be linked to subsequent health-care information or
deaths. However, subsequent re-contacts with the ambulance service were identifiable using a unique HES
ID generated for each patient. Figure 7 shows the numbers of cases and proportions of cases included and
traced and Table 4 shows the numbers and proportions of calls traced at each tracing step.
All calls
(n  = 187,287)
Hear and treat
(n = 10,634)
See and treat
(n= 52,993)
See and convey
elsewhere
(n = 225)
Conveyed to ED
(n = 122,797)
Conveyed to
unknown
(n = 638)
Calls not traced
(n = 8113; 76.3%)
Calls not traced
(n = 8105; 15.3%)
Calls not traced
(n = 34; 15.1%)
Calls not traced
(n = 15,975; 13.0%)
Calls not traced
(n = 133; 17.7%)
n = 2521 n = 44,888 n = 191 n = 106,822 n = 505
FIGURE 7 Numbers of cases traced and included in the linked data set.
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Linkage of data for patients with an ePRF (‘see and treat’ and ‘see and convey’) was high, leading to a
high overall (> 82%) match rate for the PhOEBE programme data sample (all calls attended with an ePRF
and ‘hear and treat’). However, data-linking success for different patient groups was variable because of
differences in the quality of data recorded for different types of patients. In particular, linkage rates for
‘hear and treat’ patients were very low. This is because at the time that the data were recorded, it was
not standard practice for date of birth to be recorded on the CAD system. Date of birth was a key part of
the NHS Digital data-linking algorithm and without this information the algorithm produced a non-match.
As the CAD data system was the only data source available for ‘hear and treat’ patients, this resulted in an
initial match rate of zero. A final linkage rate of 23.7% was achieved through searching subsequent and
previous ambulance attendance data for additional linking information for ‘hear and treat’ patients. This
potentially introduced a bias into the sample as the ‘hear and treat’ patients who were matched within our
sample were those that had previously contacted and been seen by the ambulance service. These patients
were more likely to be sicker than the ‘hear and treat’ patients in our sample where linkage was not
possible. We assessed whether or not there were differences between patient characteristics for those with
linked or unlinked data and found little evidence of differences for those discharged at scene or conveyed
to ED. We did, however, find differences for ‘hear and treat’ patients; for example, linked ‘hear and treat’
patients were older than patients with non-linked data. This was most likely because older people were
more likely to have had other contacts with the ambulance service.
Summary
We were able to develop data linkage processes that were acceptable to patients and the public and to
data controllers, met with data legislation and were technically possible.
Although it was technically possible to link the data within the context of a research project, the
complexity and time-consuming nature of data approvals, obtaining linked data and processing that data
means that this is not feasible for individual ambulance services to undertake this routinely at present.
We found the following:
1. For cases involving patient contact with ambulance staff it was possible to link ambulance, hospital and
mortality data for > 85% of ambulance calls.
2. Much lower rates of linkage were possible with ‘hear and treat’ calls, resulting in a potentially biased
sample. This also made it more difficult to accurately establish consequent events such as re-contacts
with other parts of the urgent-care system.
TABLE 4 Traced call numbers as a proportion of total call volume
Criterion
Traced call numbers
All EMAS calls
(including
non-ePRF
attendances)
Calls in raw
sample
(‘hear and treat’,
and attended
with ePRF)
Calls in
cleaned
sample 1
Traced
first
attempt
Calls in
cleaned
sample 2
Traced
second
attempt
‘Hear and treat’ 10,648 0 10,634 2521
Conveyed to A&E 122,882 105,618 122,797 106,822
Discharged at scene or conveyed
to other destinations (not A&E)
53,882 44,419 53,856 45,584
Total 362,714 188,414 187,412 150,037 187,287 154,927
% of total calls 51.95 51.67 41.37 51.63 42.71
% of sample in use at the time 80.06 82.72
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3. Recording date of birth was essential for linking data sets and ambulance services could improve this in
future for data processing.
4. We were able to define the steps and processes required to link ambulance, hospital and mortality data
for future research studies, assuming that the regulatory requirements remain unchanged. Future data
linkage for evaluation could be achieved more efficiently through data-sharing agreements between
ambulance services and hospitals with linkage performed at an NHS organisation if there were sufficient
resources and expertise to do this.
The completion of the data linkage work allowed us to proceed to the next activity: exploring the use of
case mix and building statistical models to measure the six indicators identified in workstream 1.
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Developing case-mix-adjusted
performance indicators
Introduction
The objective of this workstream was to use the linked data created in workstream 2 to explore the
development of the performance and quality indicators identified in workstream 1. For each indicator,
we could simply measure the related process or outcome (e.g. discharge from hospital with no treatment
or survival from an emergency condition). However, there could have been factors other than receiving
ambulance service care that influenced the processes or outcomes. Some of these are intrinsic to patients,
for example age or type and seriousness of the health problem they call for. Others will be related to
extrinsic or other NHS factors, such as when the call is made (day or night), incident location or hospital
attended. Only considering the crude values of a measure means that inaccurate and unhelpful
judgements might be made about the performance or quality of ambulance service care. For example,
we could calculate the survival rate for all patients receiving an ambulance response in two ambulance
services. In service 1, the rate is 95% and in service 2 it is 85%. We might then judge that service 2 is
providing poorer care. However, the patients attended by service 2 may be much older or the proportion
of calls for serious emergencies (rather than minor urgent problems) may be higher and, hence, the risk of
dying will also be higher in these patients. The lower survival rate may therefore be a consequence of
these case-mix differences and not ambulance service care.
For this reason we considered the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic factors by building case-mix adjustment
models for some indicators. This allowed us to assess whether or not an indicator needed case-mix
adjustment, if it did what characteristics or variables were important and needed to be taken into account,
and if it was possible to build models that are statistically robust enough to be useful using currently
available information. Developing each indicator using statistical techniques to include case-mix adjustment
that allows patient and other differences to be taken into account may provide more accurate and realistic
measurement so that differences between services or within services over time can be detected.
Indicator development methods
We used a complex, stepwise statistical approach to the development of each indicator. These are
described in detail along with the comprehensive results of the analyses for each indicator in a
supplementary file available at www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
For each indicator, the basic approach was to develop a ‘model’ that predicted the outcome (or process)
from characteristics of the incident and the patient. For simplicity, only the outcome is used in the following
description.
Step 1
For indicators where the outcome is binary (e.g. a simple yes or no measure) we used logistic regression to
examine the association with patient and incident characteristics and prehospital measures of the patient
condition. The strength of the relationship between each characteristic and the outcome was calculated
using statistical testing. For indicators where the outcome is continuous (e.g. a pain score where there
are many different recorded values) multiple linear regression was used to assess association between
characteristics and the outcome.
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Step 2
Here we conducted multivariable model building using a stepwise strategy. All single variables identified
in step 1 that were significantly related to the outcome were entered into the multivariable model building
analysis. To begin, the subset of terms independently predicting the outcome were selected. Then, other
variables that were not important on their own were added to the model one at a time to check if they
had become important in the presence of others. The next stage was to check for statistically significant
interactions between the retained predictor variables. This is important because, for example, the rates of
survival within conditions may change with age. Essentially, step 2 examines different combinations of
characteristics and finds the one that provides the best ‘fit’ for predicting the outcome being considered.
As an example, for the indicator ‘survival from an emergency condition’, we know from our linked data
whether or not each patient with one of our specified conditions survived or died. The statistical modelling
allowed us to work from these known outcomes and find the best combination of characteristics (e.g. age,
sex, condition) that can predict whether a patient will survive or die.
Step 3
In this step we did further statistical testing to assess how well the final model for each indicator could
discriminate between patients who experienced the event being tested or did not experience it and tested
the relationship between the predicted probability and estimated actual probability for the outcome.
This additional testing allowed us to check that the model was as ‘true’ as we could make it (i.e. that it
was accurately measuring the outcome and not systematically over- or underestimating the predicted
outcome). We also at this stage calculated standardised rates for subgroups. For example, different
geographical areas will have patients and incidents with different characteristics; standardisation allows
for these differences so that fair comparison can be made. Finally, we used funnel plots to observe the
standardised rates for different geographical areas to see if there were any outliers.
The end product for each indicator is a case-mix-adjusted model that allows us to calculate a standardised rate
for the outcome that takes into account patient and event factors. Using our survival example, this means that
we might measure a crude survival rate of 95% but using the case-mix-adjusted model this may change to
94.6%. If we then measure this rate again at different time points it will account for any differences in the
population and so changes are much more likely to be a consequence of changing ambulance care.
For each indicator we assessed what it might be useful for depending on the characteristics included in the
final model, such as if it could measure differences between ambulance services or if it was only accurate
for changes over time at an individual service level.
Summary of indicators developed
Tables 5–11 provide a summary of each indicator and how they were constructed. Table 12 compares
response times for urban and rural calls. The abbreviations used for data sources and case identification
are described in Box 2.
Indicator 1: mean change in pain score
What did we find?
We examined the relationship between mean change in pain score (see Table 5) for a number of variables
and found (1) a negative correlation between first pain score and change in pain score indicating that overall
pain was reduced during the prehospital phase; (2) a weak negative correlation between total prehospital
time and change in pain score suggesting that pain decreases as total prehospital time increases; and
(3) a very weak negative correlation between age and change in pain score suggesting that pain decreases
as age at incident increases. First pain score recorded was the only variable to capture any meaningful
variation in change in pain score. The final multivariable model incorporating all of these variables showed
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TABLE 5 Criteria for development of indicator 1
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To calculate the mean change in pain score for patients who were sent an
ambulance response and had more than one pain score recorded, using a
predictive model
Rationale The focus of this measure is on the management and relief of pain. Measuring a
change in subsequent pain scores is a direct way of measuring the effect of care
provided by the ambulance service
Data sources CAD, ePRF
Data provider Ambulance service
Population Ambulance service users who are attended by an ambulance-dispatched response.
This measure is not restricted by ICD-10 codes. Only patients with more than one
pain score can be included in the predictive model but this restriction does not
apply to the contextual measures
Measurement details Adults and children (aged ≥ 2years) verbal/converted Faces Pain Scale score 0–10.
0 = no pain at all and 10 =worst imaginable pain
Construction Identify population with more than one pain score. Categorises as pain expected
or not expected (based on AMPDS condition or incident type)
Calculate the difference between the pain scores. Where patients have more than
two pain scores, use the first and last recorded pain score
Calculate the mean difference in pain scores
Case-mix adjustment variables No important variables identified
Exclusion criteria Exclude the following:
l patients who are dead or unconscious at scene
l ‘hear and treat’ patients who receive telephone advice only
l babies and infants aged < 2 years
l exclude people with no pain score, an initial pain score of zero, or one pain
score only
Cases included 165,853 cases for contextual descriptive analysis (excluding dead/unconscious,
‘hear and treat’, children aged < 2 years)
35,824 after excluding no score, no pain and only one score included in the
case-mix analyses
Contextual measures results Of the 165,853 cases 27.5% had no pain score recorded, 72.5% had at least
one pain score and 48.8% two or more pain scores. 42.4% had a pain score of
0 (58.5% excluding cases with no score). 76.3% of cases categorised as pain
not expected had a pain score of 0 compared with 23.0% categorised as pain
expected
21.4% had a pain score of ≥ 5 and of these 25.6% did not have a second pain
score recorded
AMPDS, Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System.
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TABLE 6 Criteria for development of indicator 2
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To identify the proportion of patients with a serious emergency conditions whose
condition is correctly categorised by the ambulance service
Rationale Serious emergency conditions require prompt and specialist treatment.
Identification of these conditions by the ambulance service means that patients get
access to the right care in the right place from the start of their care episode. This
may lead to improved patient outcomes, health-care cost savings and improved
patient experience. Accuracy of call identification is measured at the point of call
triage and is not concerned with the abilities of crews
Data sources CAD, ePRF, HES APC, ONS mortality
Data provider Ambulance service, NHS Digital
Population Patients identified as having one of 16 prespecified serious emergency conditions
(from HES APC or ONS mortality ICD-10 codes)
Measurement details AMPDS code assigned at ambulance dispatch (CAD data set)
Clinical impression (ePRF)
Final diagnosis within 24 hours (e.g. ICD-10 diagnosis or cause of death)
Construction 1. Identify patients with prespecified ICD-10 codes relating to the 16 serious
emergency conditions from the HES APC data set or ONS cause of death data,
within ‘24h’ of call (day 0 or day 1)
2. Identify the dispatch codes for these patients (AMPDS code)
3. Exclude calls with no AMPDS (or equivalent) codes (e.g. 111, GP, police calls)
4. Create a binary variable – yes correct dispatch code, no incorrect correct
dispatch code
Case-mix adjustment variables Age, sex, condition, IMD
Inclusion/exclusion criteria Include: patients with one of 16 serious emergency conditions who are admitted
to hospital or die, on day 0 or day 1 post call
Exclude: calls with no AMPDS codes [e.g. 111, GP, police calls, calls with no
ICD-10 code (from admission or death) within 1 day of call]
Cases included 9314 cases with ICD-10 code for 16 conditions and an AMPDS code
Descriptive accuracy by condition
(in all cases/% correct)
Acute heart failure (737/59.8%); acute myocardial infarction (1176/69.0%);
anaphylaxis (39/74.4%); asphyxiation (54/61.1%); asthma (382/84.0%); cardiac
arrest (68/47.1%); falls in those aged < 75 years (1615/54.6%); fractured neck of
femur (905/31.0%); meningitis (14/35.7%); pregnancy and birth related (6/0%);
road traffic crash (137/73.0%); ruptured aortic aneurysm (139/10.1%); self-harm
(1726/85.5%); septic shock (433/25.2%); serious head injury (594/58.6%); stroke
(1289/70.0%)
AMPDS, Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System; GP general practitioner; IMD, Index of Multiple Deprivation.
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TABLE 8 Criteria for development of indicator 4
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To identify the frequency of potentially inappropriate non-conveyance decisions (‘hear and treat’
and ‘see and treat’)
Rationale Not all patients who contact the ambulance service are taken to an ED. Some are treated and
left at scene and others receive advice over the telephone. By identifying subsequent re-contacts
and mortality outcomes for non-conveyed patients we may be able to assess whether or not the
decision to leave at scene was appropriate
Data sources CAD, ePRF, HES APC, ONS mortality
Data provider Ambulance service, NHS Digital
Population ‘Hear and treat’, and ‘see and treat’ traced calls
Construction Identify decisions not to convey a patient to hospital (denominator) – the same patient may have
multiple contacts with the ambulance service so each separate contact (decision) is used rather
than patient
Identify which non-conveyed patients had re-contacts (hospital admission) or died
Case-mix adjustment
variables
Age, sex, reason for the call, IMD quintile (deprivation index)
Inclusion/exclusion
criteria
Deaths and hospital admissions can be from any cause
Exclude: end-of-life care cases (identified by clinical review of cause of death) and patients who
have no re-contacts (death or hospital admission) within 3 days of the call
Cases included 45,310 traced cases. Additional 15,899 non-conveyed cases that were not traced (so no
re-contacts or deaths identified) were included in the sensitivity analysis
IMD, Index of Multiple Deprivation.
TABLE 7 Criteria for development of indicator 3
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To calculate the average ambulance response time
Rationale Response time is a commonly used process measure but it is usually measured against a time
threshold, such as 75% within 8 minutes. This can incentivise operational behaviours that are
concerned with chasing targets rather than clinical care and may produce long waits for some
patients. Using an indicator based on the average response time ensures that all response times
are included and is more representative of whole service performance
Data sources CAD, ePRF
Data provider Ambulance service
Population All service users who call 999 and where a response is sent
Construction Use the ‘clock start’ variable and the time the first ambulance service dispatched response
arrived on scene variable
Calculate the difference
Calculate measures of location (e.g. mean, median, trimmed mean)
Calculate measures of variability (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Case-mix adjustment None: this is an operational process controlled by the ambulance service
Inclusion/exclusion
criteria
Include: all patients where an ambulance is sent
Exclude: ‘hear and treat’ calls, negative response times
Cases included 176,515 face-to-face responses to 999 calls
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TABLE 9 Criteria for development of indicator 5
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To identify the frequency of potentially unnecessary conveyance decisions
Rationale Current NHS England policy highlights the importance of the right care in the right place at
the right time. This measure identifies the proportion of all patients taken to ED by ambulance
who could potentially be managed by other services and who are less likely to benefit from
hospital resources
Data sources CAD, ePRF, HES A&E
Data provider Ambulance service, NHS Digital
Population All patients attending ED brought in by ambulance
Construction Identify all patients taken to ED (type 1 or 2) by ambulance (exclude self-presentations)
Identify patients who only had the following investigations or treatments and disposition at ED:
Investigation Treatment Disposition
None Prescriptions Discharged – following treatment
to be provided by GP
Urinalysis Guidance/advice only Discharged – did not require any
follow-up treatment
Pregnancy test Recording vital signs Left department before being
treated
Dental investigation Dental treatment
Prescription
None
These criteria were derived for a previous study40 and a modified version used in a similar
study41 being conducted by the Yorkshire and Humber Collaboration for Leadership in Applied
Health Research and Care
Calculate how many patients had no other investigations or treatments than those identified
in the criteria and were discharged as per the codes above. This is the total number of patients
who could have been treated elsewhere
Case-mix adjustment
variables
Age, hospital (different hospitals may do different rates of investigations), deprivation, sex,
call type
Inclusion/exclusion
criteria
All patients aged ≥ 2 years taken to ED by emergency ambulance
Exclude: all infants and babies aged < 2 years (ambulance service policy is to take all under 2s
to hospital)
Patients attending walk-in centres and minor injury units managed by the ED
Cases included 100,435
Contextual analyses We conducted subgroup analyses to look at the possible effects on this outcome of different
factors such as time of call and the specific condition types, alcohol intoxication and mental
health problems to identify examples of patient groups where the rate of inappropriate
attendance may vary
GP, general practitioner.
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TABLE 10 Criteria for development of indicator 6
Criterion Descriptor
Aim To identify the proportion of people with a serious emergency condition who survive to
admission (within 7 days of ambulance contact) and, of those, the proportion who survive to
7 days post admission
Rationale This indicator identifies early deaths following an ambulance contact, through HES APC data or
ONS mortality data. It is a system indicator that relates to improving the number of people with
a serious emergency condition who survive. Survival may improve through taking the right
patients to the right specialist care. It can be used to assess trends over time
Data sources CAD, ePRF, HES APC, ONS mortality
Data provider Ambulance service, NHS Digital
Population Ambulance service users with an ICD-10 code indicating one of 16 serious emergency conditions
Construction Identify 16 serious emergency conditions from the diagnosis on admission (for all admitted patients)
and ICD-10 cause of death (only for those patients who died without being admitted)
There are two parts to indicator 6 (denoted 6a and 6b):
l 6a measures survival to admission – all patients who, within 7 days of ambulance contact,
were admitted with one of the emergency conditions
l 6b measures, out of the patients who survived to admission (6a), how many survived to
7 days post admission
Case-mix adjustment
variables
Age, condition, IMD quintile (deprivation), hospital (by trust: for 6b only)
Inclusion/exclusion
criteria
Include patients with (hospital) ICD-10 codes for the 16 emergency conditions who were
admitted to hospital or died
Cases included 6a, 11,750; 6b, 11,154 (excluding patients who died before admission)
IMD, Index of Multiple Deprivation.
TABLE 11 Summary of case-mix adjustment effects for indicator development
Indicator
Case-mix factors in risk
adjustment model
Importance of risk
adjustment
Mean change in pain score First pain score, age, sex
and total prehospital time
Not important
Proportion of serious emergency conditions correctly identified Age, sex, condition and
IMD
Limited importance
Response time None N/A
Proportion of decisions to leave a patient at scene which were
potentially inappropriate
Age, sex, reason for the
call and IMD
Limited importance
Proportion of patients transported to ED by 999 emergency
ambulance, but who were discharged without treatment or
investigation(s)
Age, hospital, deprivation,
sex and call type
Important
Proportion of ambulance patients with a serious emergency condition
who survive to admission, and to 7 days post admission
Age, condition, IMD and
hospital
Important
IMD, Index of Multiple Deprivation; N/A, not applicable.
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TABLE 12 Response time comparisons for urban and rural calls
Response time (minutes:seconds)
Urban (n= 140,853) Rural (n= 35,550)
Mean 17:29 21:42
Standard deviation 29:06 32:24
Median 07:46 12:32
Interquartile range 04:49–17:20 07:36–21:44
90th percentile 41:07 45:37
95th percentile 64:08 70:59
99th percentile 147:08 171:16
Trimmed mean (90th) 10:11 13:41
Trimmed mean (95th) 12:19 15:55
Trimmed mean (99th) 15:30 19:27
Winsorised mean (90th) 13:16 16:53
Winsorised mean (95th) 14:55 18:40
Winsorised mean (99th) 16:49 20:58
Geometric mean 08:43 11:45
BOX 2 Data sources and case identification
CAD: the ambulance service computer system that records all the details of 999 calls, such as times, incident
type, patient details and location.
ePRF: a mobile (laptop, tablet) patient record completed by ambulance clinicians at the scene of an incident to
record patient details, presenting problem and treatment given.
HES A&E: HES ED record of times, clinical findings, treatments and referrals.
HES APC: record of details of diagnosis; dates, times and place of admission; length of stay; place discharged
to or if died in hospital.
ONS mortality: records from the register of deaths including date and cause.
AMPDS: a computer triage system used by ambulance services to assess 999 calls. Produces a code that
describes the problem (a symptom, e.g. chest pain, or an incident type, e.g. fall).
ICD-10: a dictionary of codes providing a detailed description of the diagnosed problem for each admission or
cause of death.
IMD: a value indicating deprivation and poverty in geographical areas. Deprivation is known to affect health
outcomes.
AMPDS, Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System; IMD, Index of Multiple Deprivation.
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that a case-mix-adjusted model was able to explain only about 21% of the total variation of mean change
in pain score and so has poor predictive ability. The results suggest that this model is not suitable for
case-mix adjustment and if mean change in pain score is used as a care quality indicator the crude values
are as useful as a case-mix-adjusted statistical model using currently available information.
The assumptions used for this indicator were that, first, pain score is given before treatment; it is possible
for subsequent pain scores to increase as well as decrease, and, in some cases, it may be appropriate for
only one pain score to be present. For example, if the patient reported no pain or short transit times,
this meant that there was not time to do multiple pain scores.
It is not possible to identify the time point at which pain scores were carried out, the time that the
medication was given or the impact of short journey times on patient care. Therefore, total prehospital
time was used in the predictive model. It is possible that if more accurate information on these variables
were to be recorded in the future then a case-mix-adjusted model may be more useful.
Indicator 2: proportion of serious emergency conditions correctly
identified at the time of the 999 call
What did we find?
There was considerable variation in the percentage of calls accurately identified for each condition (see Table 6).
There is a linear relationship between age and the accurate identification of condition, with accuracy
decreasing as age increases. This most probably reflects the increasing complexity of health problems as
people age and may make it more difficult to differentiate between multiple symptoms or problems
reported at the time of the call. Condition type was also associated with accuracy of identification and so
the final multivariable model included age and condition. The predictive ability of this model is lower than
would ideally be expected for a case-mix adjustment model but was still considered better than using the
crude accuracy rates as an indicator of performance.
We also calculated standardised rates per 100 calls by Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), time of call
(weekday or weekend, in or out of hours) and ambulance operation centre. This showed that variation was
within limits that will allow this model to be used to compare different geographical areas and different
times of the day or week as well as monitoring performance over time. For example, the standardised
rate of call accuracy for the 16 emergency conditions calculated for 22 CCGs varied from 57.4 to 65.2 per
100 calls.
This measure can include only patients who were admitted to hospital or who died, and works by looking
backwards from the ICD-10 data to assess the ambulance dispatch decision. However, the 999-call triage
system is not a diagnostic tool and while some conditions (e.g. stroke) may have clear symptoms, others
(e.g. sepsis or meningitis) may not and could be coded in a number of ways. In addition, some conditions
(e.g. falls) may be coded to a different Advanced Medical Priority Dispatch System (AMPDS) category if an
obvious injury becomes apparent during the call assessment. AMPDS codes were mapped to ICD-10 codes,
bearing in mind that there could be multiple correct codes, but there may be appropriate codes for a
condition we have not included. Further analysis of all of the AMPDS codes assigned to each condition
may reveal additional relevant codes, which could improve precision.
Indicator 3: response time
What did we find?
For this indicator we looked at different ways of displaying response time performance by calculating
percentile response times and different variations on mean time (see Table 7). Mean values include all
cases but can be skewed by small numbers of very high or low values. We looked at alternatives such as
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trimmed and Winsorised means, which treat extreme values differently and may provide a more useful
indicator. We calculated response times for different types of call to illustrate how this could be used for
within- and between-service comparisons, for example urban versus rural times using lower super output
area data and different categories of urgency. These are presented in detail in Appendix 2. An example is
given in Table 12.
The tables have shown that displaying mean and percentile response times can provide a useful indicator
of response performance that can highlight differences in service provision; for example, it can be used to
compare performance in urban and rural areas or at different times. These are important when considering
resource management and provision of an equitable service. It also provides a picture of variation across
the whole response time spectrum, not just a proportion of calls. Displaying percentiles adds transparency
so that longer as well as shorter response times are visible.
The different approaches to calculating mean and percentile response times by displaying standard mean
(using all values) and alternative methods for managing extreme values (trimmed and Winsorised means)
present different pictures. In particular, the differences are more marked for call categories with longer
expected response time standards (e.g. 30 minutes) than those with short expected standards (e.g. 8 minutes).
The larger mean values for the standard mean reflect an important issue in ambulance service delivery in
that these take into account the very long waits that some patients experience. It is also possible that some
of the very long response times reported may be the consequence of data inaccuracies rather than a real
extended response time and, therefore, present a distorted picture that could lead to erroneous assumptions
about performance. Trimmed or Winsorised means allow these potential data problems to be accounted for.
All of the methods for calculating means, and the corresponding percentiles, have their own advantages and
disadvantages and the choice of which to use will be as much a feature of what they will be used for and
who by. For example, if reflecting long waits is important then standard means may tell a better story, but for
frequent monitoring of overall patterns or trends in performance, use of an alternative may provide a more
consistent approach that smooths out the effects of short-term variation, such as call demand spikes or bad
weather, which inevitably affect response performance.
We presented the alternative ways of describing response times to our PPI reference group. From a user
perspective, they found the median and 90th percentile measures most useful as these could be interpreted
as, respectively, half of calls or 9 out of 10 calls being responded to within a given time. They thought that
presenting actual times was more informative and transparent than percentages within a specified time,
as the latter option obscured what was happening to calls outside the target time.
Indicator 4: proportion of decisions to leave a patient at scene (‘hear and
treat’ and ‘see and treat’), which were potentially inappropriate
What did we find?
For this indicator (see Table 8), we examined four variables and included three in the final multivariable
model. There was a non-linear relationship between re-contacts or admission and age with the probability
of re-contact increasing with age up to the 70–80 years age group and then the probability decreased as
age increased further. Sex and reason for the call were also associated with re-contact. Reason for the call
was characterised by 10 broad groups: abdominal pain, breathing problems, cardiovascular, falls, fitting,
injury, psychiatric, sick person, unconscious and other conditions. There was a small proportion of cases
where no problem was recorded (e.g. transfers from NHS111).
We also calculated standardised rates per 100 calls by CCG and time of call to test if the model could be
used to assess performance between areas and at different times. Although the model did not meet the
statistical threshold for a good case-mix adjustment model, the results suggested that case-mix adjustment
improved the usefulness of the indicator by controlling for factors that could make interpretation of crude
re-contact or admission rates for non-conveyed patients inaccurate. Overall, the model could be used to
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measure standardised rates between areas and over time and case-mix adjustment provided a potentially
more sensitive measure. The re-contact or admission rate for non-conveyed patients ranged from 5 to 10.2
per 100 calls across 22 CCGs. This means that between 90% and 95% of decisions to not convey a
patient to hospital were appropriate.
Sensitivity analysis showed that standardised rates were smaller if untraced calls were included. Better
information enabling more calls to be traced would improve the model. A limitation is that we cannot
know what proportion of untraced calls had a re-contact or died and how many were untraced simply
because their problem was resolved by the ambulance service and they had no further contact with the
health service within the time frames of our linked data. This is a particular issue with ‘hear and treat’ calls.
Some re-contacts may be justified as the condition has worsened but the original decision was appropriate
but the indicator is useful as we would expect the standardised rate to remain stable or improve over
time. If it becomes worse, or there are substantially different rates between services, this would indicate a
problem.
This indicator is linked to the next indicator (5 – potentially unnecessary conveyance).
Indicator 5: proportion of patients transported to emergency department
by 999 emergency ambulance, but who were discharged to usual place
of residence or care of general practitioner without treatment or
investigation(s) that needed hospital facilities
What did we find?
For this indicator (see Table 9), the final multivariable model included age, which was a non-linear
association, deprivation index and hospital as all these variables were important. The model was more
complex as each deprivation category (1–5) and each hospital were treated as individual variables. The
statistical analysis showed that this model had good predictive ability and thus that case-mix adjustment
improves the usefulness of the measure as a means of identifying change in performance.
We also calculated standardised rates per 100 calls and compared a small number of contextual factors.
The standardised rate of unnecessary transports to ED was small but variable across CCGs ranging from
2.4 to 8.0 per 100 calls. This probably reflects the differences in hospitals that the model showed had an
effect, as they were associated with CCG areas. We found the highest rate of unnecessary ED attendances
were out of hours at weekends and that the rate was much higher for patients with alcohol intoxication
and with mental health problems than those without. For those with mental health problems, this may be
because of our definition (which was based on treatments and investigations), which may not be relevant
to this patient group. In the case-mix-adjusted model, we found that hospital had a substantial effect on
the outcome being measured. This means that if this indicator is used for comparing ambulance services
areas, this could be confounded by the effect of the hospital. However, it could be used within areas to
measure change over time, where the effect of hospital is constant. It may also be used as a system
indicator (i.e. to measure the performance of an ambulance service and hospital together).
Indicator 6: proportion of ambulance patients with a serious emergency
condition who survive to admission, and to 7 days post-admission
What did we find?
This indicator, ‘Proportion of ambulance patients with a serious emergency condition who survive to
admission, and to 7 days post admission’, had two parts (see Table 10): survival to admission (6a) and to
7 days post admission (6b). For the first part (6a – survival to admission for the combined 16 emergency
conditions), the final multivariable model included age (which had a linear relationship, with probability of
survival decreasing as age increased) and condition. The statistical analysis showed this case-mix-adjusted
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model was suitable for prediction and, therefore, measurement of change that took into account the effects
that age and condition had on the outcome. The standardised survival rate ranged from 90.5 to 97.3 per
100 calls across the 222 CCGs. There was little variation in the standardised survival rates by time of call.
This illustrated that a large proportion (> 90%) of the 999 population were calls for problems that were not
life-threatening emergencies. The results suggest that this indicator can be used to make comparisons
between different geographical or administrative areas, different times of the day/week, or to monitor
performance over time as it was not confounded by hospital influences.
For the second part (6b – survival to 7 days post admission) the final multivariable model included age
(which had a linear relationship as in 6a), condition and hospital. The statistical analysis also showed
that this case-mix-adjusted model was suitable for prediction and measurement of change, taking into
account the effects that age and condition had on the outcome, but in this model hospital was also an
important factor associated with outcome. Standardised rates for the model including hospital suggest
strong confounding between CCG and hospital of admission. This meant that the first model, which
excluded hospital effects, could potentially be used to measure differences between regions or services,
or monitor performance over time in the same service. The second model was not suitable for measuring
between-service differences. Hospital care also had a strong influence on outcome but it could be used to
monitor within-service changes over time. It could also potentially be used as a system measure rather than
an ambulance measure where the standardised rates could then be presented at a hospital level.
For this indicator, there were some problems identifying patients with cardiac arrest as they may have been
coded under other conditions when admitted to hospital. There were also a large number of prehospital
deaths that were not coded as cardiac arrest as the primary cause of death.
Summary of the indicator development
We have examined the case-mix factors that influence the outcome of the six performance indicators that
were derived in earlier workstreams as being important and potentially useful in assessing the performance
of ambulance services in England. The results of these analyses, summarised in Table 11, suggest that
most of the indicators do need to be adjusted for case mix before being used to make ‘fair’ comparisons.
The indicator for mean change in pain score was not improved by risk adjustment. The indicators for
accuracy of correct identification of emergency conditions and re-contact rates for patients left at home or
managed by telephone did not quite reach the statistical significance for a good predictive model, but
nevertheless appeared to be useful for monitoring changes over time and could be improved with some
further work to improve precision. The best indicators, in terms of their predictive ability, were those for
transporting potentially unnecessary attendances to ED and survival from a set of emergency conditions.
The advantage of this set of indicators is that it provided a more complete picture of ambulance service
care than the current focus on a single process (response time) and clinical outcomes from a small set
of acute conditions (cardiac arrest, stroke and heart attack) that comprise only a small proportion of
ambulance service workload. The PhOEBE programme indicators are more inclusive as they represent
patients with both emergency and urgent conditions, consider patient- as well as process-related outcomes
and have expanded the measurement of survival to a broader group of patients than just cardiac arrest.
The models fitted as part of the development of case-mix-adjusted indicators are an indication of what
models may need to be used to enable ‘fair’ comparisons to be made between services, areas or time
periods. As the models were fitted using data from one ambulance service, they may not be generalisable
to all ambulance services in England. Therefore, before the indictors could be used to compare and
monitor performance within and between all ambulance services, the models would need re-fitting using
national data.
We identified one other potential indicator at the end of workstream 1 – survival rates for patients who
call for urgent conditions – as we would expect the risk of dying to be low in this patient group and it
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could tell us something about unexpected deaths, which are an important aspect of patient safety. We did
construct a case-mix-adjusted model for this indicator. However, identification of patients with one of the
specified urgent conditions relied on having an ICD-10 code that was available only for patients who were
admitted to hospital or died. After discussion with the programme steering group we abandoned this
indicator as it was recognised that including only admitted patients or those who died, and who were
therefore more likely to be sick, introduced a serious bias. A substantial number of patients with urgent
conditions will be managed by ‘hear and treat’ or at scene and these cases were not included in the model
as we could not determine if they had one of the urgent conditions. Instead, we conducted a separate
piece of work that allowed us to look at potential unexpected deaths by reviewing all deaths based on
calculated risk of dying from our linked data. This is described in the next section.
Patient safety in prehospital ambulance care: exploratory structured
judgement case record review study
Introduction
Retrospective case record reviews have been widely used within hospitals to assess quality of care and are
supported by policy initiatives advocating the review of patient records for care quality and safety to
identify shortfalls in care and inform improvement.42 In-hospital mortality reviews have focused on
ascertaining whether or not deaths were caused by problems in care and studies have reported
preventable death rates ranging from 3.4% to 6%.43,44
There is limited evidence of using retrospective case reviews in prehospital ambulance settings but it is
possible that prehospital mortality may be higher and, therefore, more easily linked to failure to provide
good care. Problems with safety may be caused by deficiencies in the initial assessment, care at the scene,
poor record keeping or failure to transport patients to hospital for further assessment and treatment.
Structured judgement case note review (SJR) is a retrospective case note review method for assessing
quality of care, including safety issues following death of a patient, and may be applicable to the
prehospital setting.45
We aimed to assess the feasibility and usefulness of undertaking patient safety reviews within a prehospital
setting by using SJR to assess records of patients with a low risk of death who died within 3 days of an
ambulance contact.
Methods
We used SJR, which is a standardised clinical judgement-based case note review method. Reviewers
provide quality and safety judgements about each phase of care, resulting in explicit written comments
about care for each phase, scoring care for each phase and overall.45,46
We used our linked data set to identify and select patients who died within 3 days of the initial ambulance
call. Cases were stratified according to age group (aged 0–2, 3–10, 11–20, 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–60,
61–70, 71–80, 81–90 and 91–120 years), dispatch codes and urgency (Red1–Green4) to ensure maximum
variation. The number of calls within each group and the number of deaths (within 3 days of a call) within
each group was calculated. The death rate for each group (based on dispatch code, urgency and age) was
determined and groups were sorted by this rate, randomly selecting three in-hours and three out-of-hours
patients from each group.
The review process
Five reviewers [nurse, paramedic, general practitioner (GP), community physician and hospital physician/
medically qualified health service manager] each reviewed cases using SJR to assess quality, safety and
potential preventability of mortality events. One reviewer attended training on structured judgement
review and provided cascade training to the other four. Each reviewer had access to current guidelines
for ambulance care.47 Only information on prehospital care was provided.
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Reviewers made judgement statements about the quality of care provided by the emergency ambulance
service, taking into consideration the following phases of care: initial assessment, care on scene, care en
route to hospital, quality of the records and overall quality of care, as well as rating the quality of each
phase of care. Overall quality of care was also rated using a scale (Box 3).
Reviewers also assessed whether or not there were potential shortfalls in care that may have contributed
to a patient’s death, to inform a judgement on whether or not death might have been prevented. Of
course, not all deaths are the result of poor practice. For example, patients with terminal conditions, or
who have complications after appropriate management, may die from causes that are not avoidable.
Avoidability of death was rated using a validated 6-point Likert scale.48 Deaths were judged avoidable if
reviewers felt that there was a > 50% chance that the death was avoidable, and this included all deaths
that scored ≤ 3.
We used a thematic approach to analyse textual comments about the quality of care provided and related
these to phase and overall care scores. We then related these themes to the avoidability of mortality
judgement statements.
Results
From a total cohort of 150,003 linked records, we sampled 153 cases in which patients died within 3 days
representing patients from different age, condition and urgency groups with the lowest risk of death.
Almost one in five patients (19%; 29/153) were not transported to hospital at the initial attendance. Only
these 29 patients were reviewed in detail as we could not distinguish hospital from prehospital effects in
those taken to hospital.
There was variation in scoring between the five raters: the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was
calculated to determine the degree of consistency between rates. The single measures ICC, an index for
the reliability of the ratings for one, typical, single rater was 0.51 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.35 to
0.67]. The average measures ICC, representing a measure of the reliability of different raters averaged
together, was 0.84 (95% CI 0.73 to 0.92), representing satisfactory inter-rater reliability in scoring.
Overall, 8 cases out of 29 (27.6%) scored between 2.4 and 2.8 (1 = definitely avoidable, 2 = strong
evidence of avoidability), 8 cases (27.6%) scored between 3.0 and 4.6 (3 = probably avoidable, 4 = possibly
avoidable) and the remaining 13 cases (44.8%) scored between 4.0 and 5.8 (5 = slightly avoidable,
6 = definitely not avoidable).
Common themes among cases determined to have strong evidence of avoidability were symptoms or
physical findings indicating a potentially serious condition and refusal by patients or their carers to be
transported to hospital (Table 13).
BOX 3 Quality of care scale/scores
1. Very poor care: may have led to severe harm(s) or even death.
2. Poor care: may have caused moderate or minor harm(s) or led to patient/family distress.
3. Adequate care.
4. Good care.
5. Excellent care.
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TABLE 13 Summary of cases scored as having strong evidence of avoidability
Case
number Sex
Age range
(years)
Clinical
impression
(ambulance) Description
Mean
avoidability
score Final diagnosis of death
Days to
death (1–3)
1 Male 61–70 None
recorded
Patient vomiting, with slurred speech and fall, found on bedroom
floor by next of kin. Patient due for renal dialysis next day. On arrival
lying on the floor, alert, with a GCS score of 15, good colour, pulse 88
beats per minute, BP 170/96 mmHg, FAST negative, no injuries apparent
and 12-lead ECG normal. Patient did not wish to be transported to
hospital
2.4 Coronary atherosclerosis 2
2 Female 51–60 Depression Patient with depression on medication has become more depressed. Lives
with sister who has been asking her to see her GP but she has declined.
Sister reports patient becoming more lethargic. Patient has full capacity.
Stated she will go to see her GP next morning
2.6 Hypertensive heart
disease without
(congestive) heart failure
2
3 Female 51–60 Chest
infection
Patient with epilepsy and a current chest infection had a seizure for
10–12 minutes and given midazolam (Hypnovel®, Roche) by her family.
After the fit she had hiccoughs and was twitching for several hours.
It was decided by her parents to monitor at home
2.6 Chest infection 1
4 Male 51–60 Acute
abdomen
Patient with abdominal pain, nausea and productive cough that began
during the night. Cough caused him to retch with right-sided abdominal
pain just below ribs. He has had abdominal pains for several weeks but
has not been to see GP. History of previous heart attacks. On arrival of
crew, patient not coughing but pointed to where it hurt when he
coughed. Normal ECG. Took paracetamol and ibuprofen for his pain.
Discussed with patient that it would be more beneficial to seek advice
from GP – so partner to ring for an emergency appointment
2.6 Small bowel ischaemia 2
5 Male 51–60 Patient with diabetes mellitus found with speech problems by relative.
Blood glucose level of 2.2 mmol/l. Patient given sugar and jam by sister.
In addition, dizzy, diarrhoea, generally unwell, persistent cough for
4 weeks, poor appetite and lower leg swelling for 7 days. Took normal
medications, except missed evening dosage. On arrival patient alert and
orientated, blood glucose level of 5.6 mmol/l, pale, clammy, hypothermic
and bradycardic and breathless on exertion with expiratory wheeze,
reduced oxygen saturation (83%) and lower limb oedema. Appointment
made to attend GP surgery at 11.50
2.6 Mitral valve disease 1
BP, blood pressure; ECG, electrocardiography; FAST, Facial drooping, Arm weakness, Speech difficulties and Time to call emergency services; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale.
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Discussion
We found that it was possible to use SJR to assess quality and safety of care in people who died. However,
variability in the results from the five reviewers limited the usefulness of mortality reviews. Although
standardised training may help to offset some of this variation, it may be more useful to focus on common
themes and lessons for improving patient safety.
Although we used a sampling strategy to identify those at least risk of dying, we considered only patients
who were not transported to hospital because we would not be able to identify preventable factors in
patients admitted to hospital. We have reviewed only patients attended by one ambulance service and
so the results will not be generalisable to all services. We also relied on linked data that is not currently
routinely available to ambulance services. We did not include an ED physician as a reviewer, which was a
limitation. However, the linked data did provide a valuable way of identifying patients who have died and
calculating mortality rates for different groups of patients. This allowed selection of individual patients for
review for whom the likelihood of dying was low and, therefore, may be potentially avoidable. Reviewing
case notes to learn from examples of good- and poor-quality care is an important method for improving
the quality and safety of patient care and service delivery. The findings of this type of periodic review are
directly useful for informing efforts to improve quality of care and prevention of future deaths relating to
care provided by ambulance service.
A more detailed description of the mortality review and the results is provided in a supplementary file at
www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
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Patient and public involvement
Introduction
Patient and public involvement is recognised as an important component of high-quality health services
research in the UK and internationally,49 and was an integral part of our programme:
The long-running PhOEBE project has had PPI at its heart from the beginning.
Maggie Marsh, PhOEBE programme PPI reference group member
Patients offer unique insights and knowledge of a clinical condition or experience of care that researchers
may not possess. Our PPI reference group helped the research team to focus on meaningful and relevant
issues, improving the overall quality and credibility of the programme. As the PhOEBE study was a publicly
funded programme that was focused on improving ambulance care, it was crucial that patients and the
public were involved, helping to improve the NHS and people’s health-care outcomes and experiences,
moving from being ‘mere users and choosers to being makers and shapers of health services’.50
Reference group
A PPI reference group was created at the outset of the programme to independently consider the PPI
issues and perspectives relevant to the programme and advise the research team. We aimed to optimise
PPI input by identifying innovative ways to involve patients and the public.
The PhOEBE programme PPI reference group included three lay members: Maggie Marsh and Dan Fall
from the Sheffield Emergency Care Forum (which is a PPI group representing patients and the public in
prehospital emergency care research in Sheffield and across the UK) and Andrea Broadway-Parkinson,
a freelance Disability Consultant, patient and public perspective ‘champion’ and ‘expert patient/advisor’
working with YAS NHS Trust, focusing on patient safety, experience, patient voice and involvement
strategies. Details are provided in Box 4.
These three PPI members had previous experience of involvement in ambulance-related research or
ambulance service patient involvement. This was necessary given the complexity of programme. However,
an important part of their role was to ensure that there was wider PPI involvement and participation at
key points during the work by drawing on much wider networks, including hard-to-reach and vulnerable
patient groups.
Recognition of the role of public representatives also grew in the PhOEBE programme. Initially, PPI
representatives were acknowledged in reports or included in group authorship as members of a steering or
advisory committee. Increasingly they were recognised as co-authors of publications and co-presenters at
conferences. Dan, Andrea and Maggie’s work on the PhOEBE programme represented a broad spectrum
of involvement activities from consultative to event co-design, co-presenting and as co-authors on research
outputs.
The PPI reference group benefited from having a dedicated member of the research team act as PPI
co-ordinator to support its activities across the increasingly complex and multiple workstreams within
the programme.
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Co-ordination and activities
Key components of the PPI co-ordinator’s role were to:
1. provide an accessible single point of contact
2. build and sustain relationships across the PPI reference group and research team
3. act as an advocate for the needs and wishes of the PPI reference group
4. translate the research and research team’s wishes back to the PPI reference group
5. respond to PPI reference group lay members’ input and ideas to maximise co-production and adoption
of general collaborative principles and practice
6. learn more about PPI-related issues in order to transfer learning to other research projects and other
external research partners/stakeholders.
The PPI reference group developed its own Gantt chart to clarify the PPI tasks and related timetable, roles
and responsibilities. This guided planning of PPI reference group meetings and agendas, and enhanced
integration of PPI into management meetings and vice versa, which created a sense of a proactive rather
than reactive PPI function:
The contributors’ roles and requirements must be spelt out from day 1 to ensure everyone knows their
place in the structure.
Dan Fall
BOX 4 Members of the PhOEBE programme PPI reference group
Andrea Broadway-Parkinson
Andrea has experience of working in the voluntary, public and private sectors nationally and regionally and has
focused recently on ‘expert patient’ and patient experience/quality-focused work. Key roles currently include
Expert Patient/Advisor and Patient Research Ambassador with YAS, member of Pressure Ulcer Research Service
User Network (PURSUN), member of the Yorkshire and Humber Research Design Service Public Involvement
Forum and other freelance work as a PPI/lay representative.
Maggie Marsh
Maggie is a retired primary teacher. Her father was a GP. She became interested in medical research when her
late husband developed heart problems and she was invited to take part in various research projects. She has
become more interested in patient care and experience as she has taken part in further research projects on
emergency care. She is a member of Sheffield Emergency Care Forum.
Dan Fall
Dan previously worked as a researcher on ambulance studies as well as a wide range of odd jobs including
coach driving. He participated in the PPI reference group for the PhOEBE programme to provide a view from
the middle-aged working man and generally to be involved in the research process from a public perspective.
He is a member of Sheffield Emergency Care Forum.
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A terms of reference document was co-written with reference group members, setting out the purpose
of the group, responsibilities of members, general approach to working, accountability of members and
co-ordinator as well as a mission statement.
The specific responsibilities of the group are outlined in the terms of reference document:
1. To review all patient-facing aspects of the planned project including writing lay summaries in the initial
funding application and ethics applications from a patient and public perspective, and to suggest any
changes that might be made.
2. [One member] to sit on the project steering and management committees, attend all committee
meetings, feedback PPI-related activity to the committee (with support from the PPI co-ordinator from
the research team when this was required) and report back to the PPI reference group.
3. To help review summaries of research findings for a lay audience.
4. To plan for and help disseminate research findings and wider PPI/engagement activities.
5. To develop and deliver key PPI-specific activities (e.g. consensus events, focus groups, workshops and
conference events).
6. To maintain communication with INVOLVE and other panels or conferences relating to lay involvement
in research.
7. To work with the PPI co-ordinator in any other PPI-related tasks as appropriate.
The PPI reference group meetings lasted 2–3 hours and were held at The University of Sheffield School of
Health and Related Research approximately every 3 months with communication by e-mail in between.
The meetings were attended by at least two PPI reference group lay members (MM, DF or AB-P) and the
PPI co-ordinator, project administrator and members of the research team as required.
One PPI member (DF) acted as a link and attended the Project Management Group and Study Steering
Committee when possible. This mechanism helped to ensure a lay perspective on significant decisions
within the project was considered:
My role in PhOEBE has been to participate within both the PPI reference group and also to be the PPI
connection into the management and steering group of the project. This has been a 5-year project
where I have been intended to have a day per month for input, contribute to the PPI element of the
project and also to be the PPI presence within the core of the research team.
Dan Fall
The PPI reference group and wider patient and public contributors played an essential role in the PhOEBE
programme, helping to steer and define measures for further development reflecting both service provider
and public perspectives. The group contributed to the qualitative study in workstream 1 by commenting on
the study protocol, patient information, consent forms and interview schedules results and interpretation.
The PPI reference group members and members of the Sheffield Emergency Care Forum were active
participants in the initial interview study and subsequent consensus workshop and PPI event. The members
also provided invaluable help in recruiting members of the public via local PPI networks as well as personal
and professional contacts. Their most innovative work came with the co-production of a PPI workshop to
support the Delphi study and ensure a patient and public lay input into the final choice of measures for
development in workstream 3:
I had the inspiration to increase [PPI] to a manageable number, perhaps 20, of lay people to
deliberate, choose and vote on their preferences of the measures in a new consensus day, closely
working with the research team to bring this to fruition.
Maggie Marsh
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The broad aim was to develop a more interactive way to listen to those who used and cared about
ambulance services beyond a mere ‘tick-box’ exercise, and also to meet the requirements of the PhOEBE
research programme:
It seems that within the concept of involving the public and patient representatives within academic
research there is first an idea that the subject matter must be understandable by lay people. This needs
to be a priority issue at the outset of any project. If genuine lay people are being used there is a high
chance that the subject might be very alien.
Dan Fall
This resulted in a paper, co-written by PPI reference group members, which was published in Health
Expectations,27 after editorial advice to ensure that the ‘voice’ of the PPI reference group was clearer in the
paper. This was a real success for the PPI voice in the PhOEBE programme. The PPI reference group has also
presented posters51,52 about its work on the PhOEBE programme at both an INVOLVE and a 999 EMS
Research Forum conference, with other conference and public event attendances pending.
As the PhOEBE programme drew to a close, the PPI reference group was instrumental in the creation of
another ‘first’ for a research programme with the development of an animation video to support dissemination
of the programme findings. Group members have invested a huge amount of time, effort and enthusiasm
in this activity and their experiences will be shared at the INVOLVE conference in November 2017.
The animation video can be viewed online.53
There is no doubt that the PhOEBE programme has presented some real challenges and difficult concepts
that have tested our PPI reference group. It has risen to this challenge and found innovative and new ways
of ensuring that the views and needs of those who are the users of our ambulance services have been
truly embedded in the programme. Its work has not only benefited this programme but has more broadly
generated new knowledge and methods for meaningful PPI in research that will hopefully influence future
research studies.
A more detailed narrative about the PPI contribution to the programme, co-produced by our reference
group, is provided in a supplementary file at www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/ppi.
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How useful could the indicators be in
the future and what are the costs
associated with different clinical
management options?
Introduction
In our original programme proposal and plan the primary intention of this final workstream (workstream 4)
was to conduct further analytic work to test and validate the case-mix-adjusted indicators developed in
workstream 3. However, as we have described earlier in this report, the substantial delays that occurred in
obtaining and creating the linked data set meant that we were unable to conduct this work even with the
extension period we had been granted. Instead, we have considered the conceptual issues related to the
indicators we have developed, their value as ‘good’ indicators of performance or quality and their potential
advantage over existing measures.
In our proposal, we also set out an objective to use the linked data to assess the costs associated with
different types of ambulance response. We have been able to conduct this work and this is reported here.
What is a good performance indicator?
As part of the PhOEBE programme, we developed candidate indicators to assess the performance of
emergency ambulance services. The process of development has included wide consultation with patients,
ambulance service, commissioners, policy-makers and researchers. We have also calculated the indicators
and examined their statistical reliability and whether or not case-mix adjustment makes them a potentially
more reliable way of assessing performance or quality. To decide whether or not to recommend these
indicators for inclusion in a national assessment framework, we have also considered wider questions
about what characteristics a good indicator should exhibit.
There is a wide literature on performance indicators, some of which is focused on what makes a good
indicator and how to choose and develop them. We have examined some of the publications issued by UK
organisations, as well as a comprehensive review, to try to identify a ‘checklist’ of the characteristics of
good indicators. This literature is not comprehensive or based on a systematic search as we are only trying
to achieve ‘saturation’ of the ideas about the criteria that good indicators should possess.
Sets of indicators
Because services have many components, and many objectives, assessment of the quality of services will
ideally be based on sets of, rather than individual, indicators. Before looking at the quality of individual
indicators it is worth asking what properties this set should have, but there is little literature on this question.
Based on previous research undertaken by PhOEBE programme study investigators,40 we consider that the set
should ideally be:
l Inclusive – the set of indicators should ensure that service or system performance is relevant to all
patient groups that might use the service. If some patients are excluded, then there is the possibility of
distorting the service or system to focus on only those groups included. This is related to equity.
l Comprehensive – addressing all the important dimensions of performance quality, such as effectiveness
of services and care, efficiency, cost, equity and safety. A comprehensive indicator set should also
address outcomes, processes and structures.
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l Co-ordinated – indicators should work independently or with each other, not against each other.
For example, including both the proportion of traumatic brain injury patients treated in a neurosurgery
centre and the total number of transfers could cause conflict.
l Parsimonious – equally, a good set of indicators should avoid unnecessary duplication (indicators that
are measuring or indicating performance in the same area). An over-riding principle identified by the
Royal Statistical Society working group on indicators is the need for parsimony.54
Types of indicator
Indicators or measures
One issue to consider in selecting types of indicator is the question of whether they are ‘indicators’ or
‘measures’. Indicators do just that, as they are said to ‘resonate’ with performance and quality but are not
direct measures of it. For example, in emergency and urgent care, one indicator could be based on the
number of attendances at an ED on a Monday morning compared with the average number on other
weekday mornings. There is known to be a Monday morning blip, which in itself does not matter, nor is
it a measure of anything; however, when it is high it might indicate poor access to the emergency and
urgent-care system over the weekend. Therefore, this could be a measure that resonates with the quality
and performance of the emergency and urgent-care system over the weekend.
We take the view that measures are generally preferable and that the set of indicators we choose for
assessing ambulance service performance should, as far as possible, actually measure aspects of the service
performance that are important. Individually, if these measures change it could indicate a better performance
overall and, taken together as a set, are an indicator of the quality of the service. Nevertheless, we have
also considered some service-specific measures that were considered to be indicators of performance.
Characteristics of good performance indicators
Several lists of the attributes of a good performance indicator have been published. We have synthesised
the lists published by Pringle et al.54 (12 items), The Audit Commission55 (13 items), the Royal Statistical
Society56 (14 items), the Institute for Innovation and Improvement (11 items relevant to individual indicators
and two items focused on the set of indicators)57 and the literature review and expert assessment carried
out by Jones et al.,58 which although focused on health care generally has considered services, organisations
and policy as well as frontline ‘care’ (15 items). There are many other published lists but a review of this sort
seeks saturation rather than completeness and we have found that adding other lists is simply repetitive.
Broadly speaking, these checklists have identified six key criteria for good indicators. Criteria should:
1. be important to users
2. be valid and evidence based
3. use reliable data
4. be statistically robust
5. be simple to understand
6. be remediable.
We have taken the view that the ambulance service indicators should be chosen principally with either
performance monitoring within a system in mind, to answer the question ‘are things getting better?’, or
performance assessment to determine whether or not a change in the system has improved performance.
Between-service comparisons and the construction of league tables are fraught with difficulties and should
not be a priority in choosing indicator sets for ambulance services, but some of our indicators would make
this possible. This was illustrated in two of the indicators that we developed, for which the effects of
individual hospitals on outcome was very apparent. With this in mind, we have placed emphasis not on
issues such as comparability or consistency between places, nor on the question of whether or not they are
‘context free’, but rather on their value as signals of change in individual services or the ambulance service
component of an emergency and urgent-care system.
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We have used these six main criteria to assess all our candidate indicators to ensure that we have made an
all-round assessment of their quality. Within each of the six main criteria there are several characteristics
and those that have been explicitly identified in the lists we have examined are presented in the results.
We have used these characteristics as a guideline of the issues to consider in making the assessment of
each criterion.
Assessment of measures for the PhOEBE programme
Each of the measures developed for the PhOEBE programme were assessed against the six key criteria for
good indicators by a small group of five ‘experts’, drawn from the programme steering committee, who
assessed the indicators from the perspectives of health-care commissioners, clinical academics, ambulance
providers and statisticians.
Each of the six key criteria for good indicators was broken down into several subcomponents (based on
those identified in the literature). The PhOEBE programme’s indicators were assessed against each of the
subcomponents by our expert group and the results were collated (Table 14). The PhOEBE programme’s
‘toolkit’, which set out the definitions and construction of each indicator, was provided to each of the panel
to facilitate the assessment.
On the whole, all the measures met or partly met most of the criteria. This means that the measures are
potentially good indicators of ambulance service quality and performance.
One of the panel members frequently felt that they required more information than was available to assess
the measures, as shown by the high number of times they used the ‘do not know/unable to assess’ option.
Our expert panel agreed that all the PhOEBE programme measures are relevant to people. This was also
identified through the large amount of consensus work undertaken by the study in workstream 1. There
were only 5 cases out of 510 ratings that were rated as ‘does not meet’. Four of these cases related to the
survival from emergency conditions measure and there was some uncertainty about whether this measure
is remediable or deconstructable. There was also some uncertainty about the reliability of the pain
measure, which may be because the pain scales used to assess pain are subjective.
Summary
Overall, the set of indicators created appeared to provide an inclusive picture of different aspects of
ambulance service care. They have relevance to different patient groups – for example, response time
includes all calls, pain to a substantial proportion, accuracy of call problem identification and survival to the
most urgent cases – and separate but complementary measures for patients who are and are not taken to
hospital encompass all service users. Combined, they also fulfil the different domains of quality set out by
the Institute of Medicine framework23 and some are relevant to more than one dimension. For example,
response time relates to timeliness and efficiency; re-contact rates and unnecessary attendances relate to
effectiveness and patient centredness (providing the most appropriate clinical response for patient need)
and also safety; and change in pain score and survival are patient-centred outcomes that are relevant to a
much larger proportion of the 999-call population than existing measures (which have focused on small
and specific groups, such as cardiac arrest). There is no direct measure of equity but the ability of the
indicators to measure potential differences across different geographical areas or populations can address
this dimension.
In this respect, the set of measures or indicators that we have explored has achieved our objective of
developing measures that can tell us something useful and valuable about the service and care delivered to
all patients who contact the ambulance service and that consider both processes and outcomes that are
important to a range of stakeholders with different perspectives.
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TABLE 14 Assessment of the PhOEBE programme measures
Attribute Attribute components Pain
Accuracy of
call ID Response time Re-contacts
Unnecessary ED
attendance
Survival from
emergency conditions
Important Relevant to people
Valuable
Avoid perverse incentives
Valid Well defined
Evidence based
Effective
Timely
Cost-effective
Use reliable data Consistent
Reliable
Statistically robust Statistically reliable
Responsive
Simple to understand Interpretable
Communicable
Remediable Attributable
Deconstructable
Remediable
Green, meets criteria; pale green, partly meets criteria; blue, do not know/unable to assess if meets criteria; pale blue, does not meet criteria.
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Exploring the use of case-mix adjustment has revealed that, for some measures, there are patient and
environmental factors that exert effects on processes and outcomes that are independent of the response
and care provided by the ambulance service. Adding case-mix adjustment to performance or quality
indicators takes these factors into account and allows a more meaningful and precise assessment of the
impact of ambulance care that crude unadjusted measures, as currently used, cannot convey. This is
particularly important if comparisons were to be made between different services or areas within services.
It is also important for single-service comparisons over time. If there are changes in the 999 population,
for example as a result of shifting demographics with an increasing proportion of elderly patients, and the
effect that this has on processes and outcomes is not controlled for, there is a real risk that apparent
changes in performance or quality will be erroneously attributed to poor or deteriorating ambulance
service provision when this may not be true.
The PhOEBE programme has created a potential set of ambulance service performance and quality indicators
that fulfil the requirements of good indicators and the dimensions considered important to good-quality
health care. How they might be used in future is explored in more detail in Discussion and conclusions,
Implications for practice.
Estimating the cost impact of alternative types of ambulance response
Introduction
As we have seen earlier, there have been innovations within ambulance services that have changed the
way they respond to people who call 999, including advice over the telephone and treatment at home as
well as hospital attendance. These changes have come about both to provide more appropriate clinical
care for patients that is responsive to their needs, and to help improve efficiency and make best use of
ambulance and hospital resources.
The response received by the patient will depend on the assessment by the ambulance service. However,
similar conditions may potentially be assessed and treated differently and there is potential for inappropriate
decisions to be made, which could waste ambulance service resources, lead to deaths or lead to future
hospital admissions. The performance and quality indicators developed in workstream 3 have encompassed
these elements by examining different processes and outcomes. Another important element is the impact
that decisions have on costs to both the ambulance service and the wider health system. The creation of the
linked data in workstream 2 and the development of indicators to identify potentially incorrect decisions
provided a unique opportunity to assess the impact of different types of response on NHS costs. For this
piece of work we have examined the economic effects of different types of response in two ways. First, by
comparing the average costs of treatment associated with each response type and, second, by estimating
the average costs associated with incorrect decisions to either leave patients who need to go to hospital or
transport patients when this is unnecessary. This allows us to show current costs and the potential cost
reductions associated with a change in the type of response.
Methods
We used the linked data to create a new data set with additional cost data added. For each incident we
extracted the relevant data fields: age, sex, call type, urgency, response, admission and discharge details,
treatment type, ICD-10 primary diagnosis code, primary operation code, episode start and end date. For
inpatient hospital stays we allocated a Healthcare Resource Group code (based on diagnostic code) to assign
inpatient costs and used these to calculate the cost per inpatient spell. For ED attendances we assigned a
cost per attendance and for ambulance costs a cost per response type (‘hear and treat’, ‘see and treat’ and
‘see and convey’). All costs were assigned using National Reference Costs.59 For individual patients, not all
hospital attendances may be related to the ambulance incident, so we made some assumptions (e.g. excluding
elective inpatient episodes and using only the first ED attendance within 3 days of the call) to account for this.
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We calculated mean costs per call for ‘hear and treat’, ‘see and treat’ and ‘see and convey’ responses and
compared categories. However, we know that there will be differences in the characteristics of calls within
each type of response. To control for this we also created matched groups of calls for patients with the
same characteristics. We applied exact matching on call code and condition, and Mahalanobis distance
matching on age and sex.60 Exact matching was used for the categorical variables to ensure that a ‘hear
and treat’ caller with a given call code and condition was matched to a ‘see and treat’ or ‘convey’ caller
with the same call code and condition. Mahalanobis, matching is used to minimise the distance in terms
of age and sex for the matched observations, for instance a caller is matched to another caller, within
the same call code and condition category, that is closest in terms of age and sex. We created matched
samples to compare costs for:
l ‘hear and treat’ with ‘see and treat’
l ‘hear and treat’ with ‘see and convey’
l ‘see and treat’ with ‘see and convey’.
Incorrect decisions were identified for calls where ‘hear and treat’ or ‘see and treat’ patients attend ED or are
admitted to hospital within 3 days, or patients are taken to hospital and discharged from ED using the same
criteria set out in indicator 5 (workstream 3). Each incorrect decision was matched with an equivalent case
that had the correct decision. We then compared the costs of an ‘incorrect’ decision with a ‘correct decision’
for each response type to enable us to estimate the costs associated with less than ideal decision-making.
Results
A total of 182,566 cases were included in the analysis, and 10,151 (5.6%) calls received a ‘hear and treat’
response, 51,223 (28.0%) calls received a ‘see and treat’ response and 121,192 (66.4%) calls resulted in
the patient being taken to hospital. Using the results of the matched case analysis, as these are more
precise, we found that the total mean cost of a ‘hear and treat’ call was £125, ‘see and treat’ was £415 and
‘see and convey’ was £1745. The main reasons for these differences are the differences in inpatient costs.
For the calls that initially received a ‘hear and treat’ response, the mean length of stay was 0.24 days,
compared with 0.68 days in the ‘see and treat’ group, and 4.46 days in the ‘see and convey’ group. The
majority of patients have 0 days of inpatient stay with only 2.35% of ‘hear and treat’ cases, 5.44% of the
‘see and treat’ cases and 46.73% of ‘see and convey’ cases having an inpatient stay.
For the analysis comparing costs of correct and incorrect decisions we found that the mean total cost of a
correct conveyance decision is £3728.99 and the mean total cost of an incorrect non-conveyance decision is
£4042.38; therefore, the additional cost to the emergency services of making an inappropriate decision of
this type is £313.39. This difference is the result of higher call and inpatients costs (relating to, approximately,
1 day in hospital). The mean total cost of an appropriate non-conveyance decision is £109 and the mean
total cost of an incorrect conveyance decision is £346, resulting from higher call and ED costs (relating to,
approximately, the cost of one ambulance call out and one A&E attendance).
Summary
The cost analysis has allowed us, for the first time, to estimate the actual costs of different types of ambulance
response using real data on all NHS contacts for each type of response. The matched analysis suggests that,
for many conditions, alternative responses are possible with lower costs, but imperfect matching and the lack
of patient outcome information means that these results should be treated with caution. However, this type
of information is helpful to support planning and commissioning of services and where efficiencies might
be achieved. Our analyses of two different types of incorrect decision are more robust and show that these
decisions are associated with higher costs. The development of processes to identify the rates of incorrect
decisions through the workstream 3 indicator and ability to now assign a cost to these decisions provides a way
of estimating what costs could be saved if efforts are put in place to reduce the number of incorrect decisions.
A more detailed description of the methods, results and limitations of the cost analysis can be accessed as
a supplementary file at www.sheffield.ac.uk/scharr/sections/hsr/mcru/phoebe/reports.25
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Discussion and conclusions
Summary of programme achievements
We set out an ambitious programme to explore and test the potential use of case-mix-adjusted measures to
assess ambulance service performance and quality. We have achieved most of the objectives we set out in
our original proposal. To fulfil the first objective of identifying potential indicators for development we
used a systematic approach to the identification of potential measures and indicators by conducting and
triangulating different evidence sources. This included collating and summarising the existing evidence on
process and outcome measures from both policy and primary evaluation research and new primary research
on patient views of ambulance service care. Consensus methods allowed us to rate and prioritise potential
measures using an inclusive, interdisciplinary approach ensuring that a range of views and perspectives were
considered in the final choice of measures or indicators for further development. The final set of measures
identified for development reflected a range of important processes and outcomes that, together, provide
the potential to make a balanced assessment of ambulance performance and quality that encompass all
users of the emergency ambulance service. This could be achieved with a relatively small set of just six
indicators that have relevance to patients, providers and commissioners. The six indicators were reduction in
pain, accuracy of 999-call triage, response times, inappropriate non-conveyance to hospital, unnecessary
transport to hospital, and survival for 16 emergency conditions.
The second objective was the development of a linked data set that could capture processes and patient
outcomes for the whole episode of care, including hospital care, related to each individual call, not just the
prehospital component. Despite considerable difficulties and delays we have, for the first time in England
(to our knowledge), created a comprehensive data set that provides information on ambulance service
response and patient care, hospital events and mortality outcome for > 150,000 individual 999 calls. For
the third objective on indicator development, the primary purpose was to assess whether or not case-mix
adjustment could improve the measurement of processes and outcomes, whether or not this was feasible
and what characteristics might be important. We found that for four of the indicators (i.e. triage accuracy,
inappropriate non-conveyance, unnecessary conveyance and survival) case-mix adjustment did identify
patient and environmental factors that influenced the process or outcome being measured. This confirmed
the value of taking this approach if measures are to be useful and meaningful in detecting changes that are
a consequence of ambulance service care rather than other influences that are outside the control of a
service. In particular, the significant effect that individual hospitals have on some outcomes was confirmed
and highlights the difficulties of separating the impact of ambulance service care from that delivered by
other parts of the health-care system. This means that the utility of the indicators and what they can usefully
be used to compare varies. For the outcomes that are solely within the control of the ambulance service
(i.e. triage accuracy, decisions not to convey to hospital and survival to arrival at hospital), the indicator
could be used to make both within- and between-service comparisons. When other system factors (e.g. the
hospital) have an influence, the indicator would be most useful for measuring within-service changes over
time. The indicators also revealed that rates for some of the indicators were relatively low; for example, the
rate of inappropriate decisions to leave patients at home was between 5% and 10% across CCGs. Survival
to admission to hospital was 90.5–97.3% for 16 emergency conditions, which confirmed that a very small
proportion of 999 calls are for immediately life-threatening conditions. This does bring in to question the
value of using survival (or mortality) rates as an indicator of ambulance service quality.
The fourth objective was to test the indicators on a separate data set and further assess the validity and
utility, but delays in obtaining the data meant that we were unable to meet this objective.
The creation of the linked data also allowed us to make a comprehensive assessment of the costs
associated with different types of ambulance response and provide a method, using the indicators,
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for estimating the potential cost savings that could be made if decision-making about conveyance to
hospital could be improved. This is the first time that calculation of costs for the complete episode of
care, including contacts and re-contacts with the wider health system, has been possible.
The programme has been underpinned by a comprehensive component of PPI despite some of the
complex concepts involved. Most people understand what the ambulance service do; understanding
performance measurement, why it is needed and how it should be done is more difficult. By embedding
PPI within our project, we were able to prioritise a potential set of ambulance outcome and performance
measures, which have considered the preferences of professionals involved in prehospital ambulance care
and also factors that are important to patient and public representatives. The animation developed with
our PPI representatives will help disseminate key messages from this study around the way ambulance
services have evolved and how their performance is measured to the general public.
Challenges and limitations
Clearly the biggest challenge to the programme has been the delays encountered in workstream 2 and the
excessive time taken to obtain the linked data. Although we recognise that it was unfortunate that our
programme coincided with a particularly difficult period for NHS Digital and that we had no control over
these events, there have been substantial consequences. The related issues took so long to resolve that
we had not received any data by the time the programme was due to end in May 2016 – 5 years after
the programme had started. We were mindful that the National Institute for Health Research had invested
considerable funds in this programme, so to have finished at this stage would have been wasteful of the
money already invested. With careful management of the budget and allocating staff to other projects
during the periods when we could make no progress, we were able to ask for, and we were granted,
a 1-year no-cost extension to the programme. This means that we were able to complete the work planned
in workstream 3, but this put considerable pressure on the team as we condensed > 1 year of planned
work into 8 months. The delays do mean that we were unable to complete some of the work that we had
planned in order to further test and validate the case-mix-adjusted indicators. We were also unable to
re-assess their usefulness in a ‘real-world’ setting, in terms of both their relevance to the ambulance service
and wider emergency and urgent-care system. It has also meant that of the four planned data sets, we
have been able to process and use only one.
An important consideration of linked data sets is completeness. In this programme, although the overall
linkage rate was high (> 82%), this was variable across different patient groups and was very low for the
‘hear and treat’ group because of the quality of recorded data about this patient group. This potentially
introduces bias into our sample and our analysis. We assessed the patient characteristics of those with
linked and those with unlinked data for all of the study patient groups and found very little evidence of
difference for those that were conveyed to ED or seen and treated at the scene. However, the ‘hear
and treat’ patients with linked data were older than patients with non-linked data and this limits the
generalisability of these findings across the whole ‘hear and treat’ population.
There are other broader challenges and limitations that have arisen from our experiences in obtaining the
linked data that have implications for the future use of the set of indicators that we have developed. First, the
process of creating the linked CAD and ePRF data within the study ambulance services into a format that could
maximise the number of calls traced at NHS Digital proved to be more complex and time-consuming than we
had envisaged. Having worked through the process, lessons have been learned that would make this easier in
the future but it does require a substantial investment of time to complete this work. Ambulance service
information systems that enable linkage within and across services are still variable in terms of implementation,
adoption and capability and trying to improve this is a work in progress. Second, even assuming that the NHS
Digital data linkage service is operating normally, it takes time for tracing, matching and processing. There are
also natural delays because NHS Digital’s own processes for cleaning and checking HES data means that this is
not available for matching for several months. This means that using this type of approach is unsuitable for
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performance measurement that is near to ‘real time’. Data will always be several months old before it is useable.
Third, once the linked data were obtained, the processing required to transform it into a format suitable for
conducting the indicator model development was also complex and time consuming. Again, having done this
and refined the processes needed, this would be less onerous to replicate but the resource needed to carry out
this work cannot be underestimated. These challenges are not unique to England. Recent work in Australia
linking health data across different jurisdictions found the same problems, that is, the processes remain
costly and time-consuming.61 However, the challenges are not insurmountable. In Scotland, an urgent-care
data set linking NHS 24, ambulance service, primary care out of hours, ED, hospital and mortality data has
been developed and contains complete patient pathway records from 2011.62
We were fortunate to have research funds to support this work. We also requested a very large number
of variables for the linked data from both the ambulance service and NHS Digital. Having constructed the
case-mix-adjusted indicators and identified which variables are needed, a much smaller data set would be
needed in future to replicate these measures, which would simplify the process. Nevertheless, without
considerable investment or better data sources that are more easily linked, it will not be feasible for ambulance
services to routinely create linked data for performance and quality measurement in the short term.
The construction of the case-mix-adjusted indicators was a complex process requiring multiple iterations to
identify the most suitable predictive model. For some indicators, there were issues with missing data that
limited the value of the model. This was particularly true for cases that could not be matched, which then
reduced the number of incidents that were included in a model and potentially introduced bias into the
measure. We also had to make some assumptions that need to be taken into account when interpreting the
measures. For example, when measuring re-contacts it may be that some subsequent hospital attendances or
admissions are justifiable and the consequence of a worsening problem and the original decision to not take a
patient to hospital was correct at the time it was made. The indicator cannot tell us which individual decisions
are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, and we cannot assume that all re-contacts are the result of an incorrect decision – there
will be some natural variance. The value of the case-mix-adjusted indicators is that they calculate a rate and it
is variation in this rate that potentially provides a signal that the decision-making is changing over time, or
varies between areas in the same service. However, there are limitations. The models fitted as part of the
development of case-mix-adjusted indicators are an indication of what models may need to be used to enable
‘fair’ comparisons to be made between services, areas or time periods. We have demonstrated that direct risk
standardised rates can be calculated to make comparisons between performance in different geographical
areas within the ambulance service and how funnel plots can be used to identify outliers. As the models were
fitted using data from one ambulance service, they may not be generalisable to all ambulance services in
England. Before the indictors could be used to compare and monitor performance within and between all
ambulance services, the models would need re-fitting using national data and this may lead to changes in the
structure of models as well as the model coefficients. Furthermore, we have examined only the influence of
case-mix factors that have been measured and that were available to us. There may be other factors that we
have not explored that matter, and so before these indicators are used it would be important for policy-makers
and other stakeholders to consider whether or not they believe that the case-mix-adjusted indicators do give a
fair reflection of an ambulance service’s performance.
We have been unable to test the ability of the case-mix-adjusted measures to detect changes or
differences, as was our original intention, which limits the usefulness at present. Further work needs to be
conducted to establish if the models can be replicated with different data sets and to test whether or not
they are sensitive enough to measure important changes or differences.
Implications for practice
The development of more useful and outcome-based performance and quality measures has been an issue
of international interest and importance for a long period of time. Despite this, little progress has been
made beyond the measurement of simple process measures such as response time in most countries.7
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The most commonly measured outcome has been survival from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, which is
relevant only to a very small proportion of calls (in England, this is currently 0.6% of 999 calls).9 The UK
has used a combination of system and clinical indicators for a number of years, but the limitations of
predominantly process measures and an overemphasis on response time performance has been
acknowledged.16
A recent Delphi study identified potential measures from existing literature that could be used as key
performance indicators for prehospital care and captured many of the same items that we found in our
own reviews63 but the prioritised measures comprised single items. Little attention has been paid to case-mix
adjustment with only one US study addressing this issue,64 although no outputs in terms of validated indicators
have been identified. The advantage of the set of indicators that we have developed is that they are composite
measures, for example including 16 emergency conditions in a single indicator, and incorporate case-mix
adjustment where we have identified that this is important. Although they need further testing, there are
real potential advantages in measuring a small but inclusive and comprehensive set of indicators. However,
as we have shown, most of these indicators require linked data and the issues encountered in this programme
suggest that it is not feasible to create the necessary data sets in a routine and timely way using current
systems.
The problems associated with the creation of linked data sets and their use in research are a consequence
of the much broader and more difficult policy issues concerned with use of technology and data. In
England, the Five Year Forward View65 acknowledges the shortcomings of previous attempts to streamline
and connect information across the NHS and there is a clear intention to address this issue with the
formation of the National Information Board. Within this is an explicit statement of the need to bring
together different data sources to support quality improvement and research.65 The NHS Digital data and
information strategy also sets out ambitious objectives to create better data and access to data that can
support service planning and delivery and measurement of quality and performance.66,67 Access to data is
particularly challenging issue. Internationally, the opportunities that the use of ‘big data’ can potentially
bring to improving and transforming health care are recognised but critical issues remain around how data
are collected, stored and used.61,68 In particular, important factors around regulation, privacy and the need
to reassure the public that their data are used legitimately and safely still need to be overcome. A policy
analysis by Heitmueller et al.68 highlights how policy and legislation may help or hinder change in digital
information gathering. We have described our experiences within the context of one programme of
research but the solutions to overcoming the problems we encountered will need changes that require
revisiting these broader issues at a national level.
We have considered the short- and long-term implications for practice and how the indicators we have
developed might be used.
In the short term:
1. Two of the indicators require ambulance data only and so could be implemented. The indicator
that explored alternative ways of displaying response time performance has already had an impact.
In 2015, NHS England embarked on a programme of work to improve emergency ambulance response
performance – the Ambulance Response Programme (ARP).9 Members of the PhOEBE programme
research team have also evaluated this programme. The main changes tested in the ARP were allowing
additional time for call assessment and a revision of the 999-call categories to better reflect urgency
and response needed. As part of this programme, there was also a revision of the current ambulance
system and clinical quality indicators. The PhOEBE programme helped this work in two ways. First,
we utilised the outputs of workstream 1 to support a workshop that reviewed the current quality
indicators. Second, the work on the response time indicator has been adopted and the 75% within
8 minutes response time target has been replaced by reporting mean and 90th percentile response
times for each of the new call categories.69 The ARP changes were approved by the Secretary of State
for Health in July 2017 and implemented in all ambulance services in England by November 2017.
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2. The indicator measuring mean change in pain score also requires ambulance data only. In the ARP
indicator review, pain management was identified as an important outcome. The national ambulance
clinical indicators are currently being reviewed and there is now scope to include the pain measure
within this revision for some specific condition types.
In the long term, progress will be dependent on resolving the broader issues around provision of and
access to data. Current ambulance quality indicators use aggregated data. A basic principle for the
indicators that we have developed is that they require individual call data to provide the information, such
as demographics, condition and outcomes, needed to construct the indicator. Should data linkage become
a simpler process, there would still be a burden on individual services to support the process by providing
call-level data. One potential solution would be to design and support a standardised way of collecting
individual call- or patient-level data that could be warehoused centrally. This could be a similar process to
the recently developed Emergency Care Data Set that now provides a standard data repository for EDs.
A national data set could potentially be a more efficient way of handling the individual records needed for
data linkage. It would also provide an important resource for research that could also reduce pressure on
individual ambulance services as they are increasingly asked to provide data for research studies but have
limited capacity to support these requests.
If a national ambulance data set were created that could be linked easily to the Emergency Care Data Set,
then it would be possible to use the indicator developed to measure the rate of unnecessary ED attendance
in conveyed patients as this does not require inpatient or death data.
The three indicators measuring accuracy of call assessment, re-contacts and admissions for patients who
were not transported, and survival do all need complete linked data. It will not be feasible to measure
these indicators routinely until simpler, more efficient and timelier processes for linking data can be found.
A national ambulance data set could in part facilitate this. It would also enable indicators to be measured
centrally rather than separately by individual services, which would improve efficiency. If better and more
meaningful performance and quality indicators are to be implemented then it also needs to be recognised
that these are also more complex to measure and will need the resources necessary to support data
collection and management, and analysis.
The mortality review provided a useful exercise and is a potential method for reviewing patient safety.
Using the linked data to identify deaths and assess risk of death provided a structured and systematic way
of sampling cases for further review. The process is resource intensive and not suitable as a regular
monitoring tool but could be used on a periodic basis to add another dimension to quality improvement.
The case-mix-adjusted indicators may also have value as outcome measures for new research projects in
which, for example, change in service delivery is being evaluated. If an indicator is relevant then the data
collection requirements and methods for construction of the indicator are already specified or could be
modified. A future national, patient-level ambulance service data set that has interoperability with related
data sets in other parts of the urgent-care system, similar to that provided in Scotland, could enable the
development of more sophisticated measures of performance and quality, based on those described here.
Recommendations for research
The different studies conducted as part of the PhOEBE programme open up a wide range of potential
future research:
l The measures prioritised through the consensus studies should be further developed, validated and
examined to investigate their importance, validity, feasibility, relevance and sensitivity to differences in
services, service changes and quality improvement efforts in practice.
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l New measures, such as patient-related experience measures, should be developed based on our
understanding of what is important to patients using ambulance services.
l Further work could investigate how to use the indicator to monitor performance over time and the
frequency with which the indictors could be calculated statistically and feasibly.
l The existing and future data sets linking ambulance, hospital and mortality data could be used to
investigate the effects, safety and costs of different pathways and processes for a variety of clinical
conditions and patient outcomes.
Conclusions
We identified and prioritised, through systematic reviews of the literature followed by a series of formal
consensus processes with a wide range of stakeholders, a set of potential ambulance service quality measures
that reflect the preferences of both services and users. We also created a comprehensive linked data set
providing information for individual calls that extends beyond the prehospital component of care, although
this proved to be a complex and time-consuming process. Six candidate indicators were developed using
case-mix adjustment and, of these, four were found to need adjustment to make fair comparisons. Hospital
was found to have a substantial effect on the process or outcome for two indicators, which means that
these are suitable only for use at an individual service or system level. Other indicators could be used to make
comparisons between regions or services. The complexities of both creating linked data and constructing
the indicators means that, at present, they are of limited value as it would not be possible to measure them
routinely. This indicator set, or subsets of indicators, could potentially be used to compare ambulance services
or regions or measure performance over time after further testing to establish their utility when used in
practice. Substantial improvements will be needed in both the collection and management of ambulance
data and the mechanisms for linking data across services if more complex and comprehensive outcome-based
measures are to be adopted for routine monitoring and quality improvement.
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Appendix 1 Systematic searches and summary of
identified measures
TABLE 15 Search strategy for systematic review 1
Database search results Number of papers
MEDLINE 190
Scirus 23
Scopus 60
Google Scholar 101
Total 374
Total after removal of duplicates 319
MEDLINE search strategy
1 performance {Including Related Terms} (24,050)
2 Cost-Benefit Analysis/or cost effective.mp. (79,285)
3 Efficiency/or efficiency.mp. (214,001)
4 utilis$.mp. (26,792)
5 Benchmarking/or best practice.mp. (11,982)
6 benchmark$.mp. (18,516)
7 economic$.mp. or Economics/(173,384)
8 manag$.mp. (774,167)
9 clinical quality.mp. (738)
10 patient pathway$.mp. (138)
11 outcome indicator$.mp. (721)
12 or/1-11 (1,224,729)
Performance terms
13 *Ambulances/(2586) Ambulance
14 limit 13 to (english language and yr = “2000 -Current”) (826)
15 12 and 14 (190)
limits
Scirus and Scopus search strategy
ambulance Ambulance
(performance OR “cost effective” OR efficient OR utilisation OR benchmarking OR economics OR
management OR “clinical quality” OR “patient pathway” OR outcome)
Performance terms
Additional search for “Emergency Medical Services Outcomes Project” or EMSOP
Google Scholar 19
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TABLE 16 Database search strategies for systematic review 2
Database search results Number of papers
CINAHL 434
Cochrane 570
MEDLINE 2726
EMBASE 2259
Web of Science 78
Total 6067
Total after removal of duplicates 5088
MEDLINE and EMBASE search strategy
1 age factors/ (339,379)
2 sex factors/ (190,416)
3 risk factors/ (466,520)
4 socioeconomic factors/ (94,879)
5 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 (931,516)
Factors effecting
performance
6 Emergency Medical Service Communication Systems/ (1385)
7 emergency medical services/ (27,586)
8 emergency medical technicians/ (4414)
9 ambulances/ (4418)
10 transportation of patients/ (7475)
11 emergency service, hospital/ (35,248)
12 trauma centers/ (5254)
13 first aid/ (6667)
14 air ambulances/ (1586)
15 emergency medicine/ (8598)
16 intubation, intratracheal/ (26,814)
17 resuscitation/ (20,109)
18 infusions, intravenous/ (44,377)
19 critical care/ (22,332)
20 emergency treatment/ (7111)
21 or/6-20 (197,189)
Emergency services
terms
22 quality of health care/ (49,639)
23 quality assurance, health care/ (44,252)
24 Prognosis/ (314,870)
25 treatment outcome/ (496,656)
26 time factors/ (908,764)
Quality-of-care
terms
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TABLE 16 Database search strategies for systematic review 2 (continued )
Database search results Number of papers
27 injury severity score/ (8750)
28 Trauma Severity Indices/ (4625)
29 survival rate/ (106,582)
30 survival analysis/ (85,469)
31 length of stay/ (48,560)
32 severity of illness index/ (136,335)
33 “Outcome and Process Assessment (Health Care)”/ (19,308)
34 “Outcome Assessment (Health Care)”/ (40,411)
35 hospitalization/ (61,536)
36 forecasting/ (65,384)
37 Glasgow Coma Scale/ (5589)
38 hospital mortality/ (17,030)
39 mortality/ (31,411)
40 or/22-39 (2,072,503)
41 5 and 21 and 40 (4901)
42 medical audit/ (13,307)
43 prospective studies/ (306,088)
44 retrospective studies/ (395,821)
45 evaluation studies as topic/ (119,831)
46 practice guidelines as topic/ (64,559)
47 health care surveys/ (19,579)
48 program evaluation/ (39,204)
49 cross-sectional studies/ (131,582)
50 follow-up studies/ (433,177)
51 cohort studies/ (127,326)
52 Cost-benefit analysis/ (52,318)
53 Chi-Square Distribution/ (47,593)
54 Pilot Projects/ (68,129)
55 research/ (163,768)
56 Randomized Controlled Trials as Topic/ (76,653)
57 “costs and cost analysis”/ (39,208)
58 or/42-57 (1,788,497)
Limit by study type
continued
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TABLE 16 Database search strategies for systematic review 2 (continued )
Database search results Number of papers
59 5 and 21 and 40 and 58 (2726)
Web of Science strategy
TS = (“age factor*” or “sex factor*” or “risk factor *” or “socioeconomic factor*”) Factors effecting
performance
ts = (“emergency Medical Service Communication System*” or “emergency medical service” or
“emergency medical technician” or ambulance* or “transportation of patient*” or “hospital
emergency service” or “trauma center” or “first aid” or “emergency medicine” or “intratracheal
intubation” or resuscitation or “intravenous intubation” or “critical care” or “emergency
treatment”)
Emergency services
terms
ts = (“quality of health care” or “health care quality assurance” or prognosis or “treatment
outcome” or “time factor*” or “injury severity score” or “trauma severity indices” or “survival
rate” or “survival analysis” or “length of stay” or “severity of illness index” or “outcome and
process assessment” or “outcome assessment” or hospitalization or forecasting or “glasgow coma
scale” or “hospital mortality” or “mortality”)
Quality of care
terms
ts = (“medical audit” or “prospective stud*” or “evaluation stud*” or “practice guideline*” or
“health care survey*” or “program evaluation” or “cross?sectional stud*” or “follow?up stud*”
or “cohort stud*” or “cost?benefit analysis” or “chi-square distribution” or “pilot project*” or
research or “randomized control trial*” or “costs and cost analysis”)
Limit by study type
#1 and #2 and #3 and #4
BOX 5 Combined measures from reviews 1 and 2: patient management
Patient management (processes)
Calls sent for telephone nurse advice that are returned for an ambulance response.
Accuracy of call-taker identification of different conditions (e.g. cardiac arrest, heart attack, stroke, serious
illness, low-urgency calls suitable for nurse advice) or needs. Includes:
l measures of call assessment accuracy, such as sensitivity
l appropriateness of triage decision
l risk of undertriage
l risk of overtriage.
Accuracy of dispatch decisions – includes:
l choice of response type dispatched (rapid response car, ambulance, helicopter)
l appropriateness of referral to other agencies (e.g. GP services)
l use of alternatives to ambulance dispatch (e.g. nurse advice or make own way)
l relationship between priority category and response (right resource to right call).
Accuracy of paramedic diagnosis:
l agreement of on-scene and final hospital diagnosis
l other measures of paramedic diagnosis accuracy (e.g. for specific conditions, such as stroke, trauma).
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Compliance with protocols and guidelines:
l with triage protocols
l transport protocols (e.g. leave at home, alternative to ED)
l with care and treatment guidelines (fits and convulsions, heart attack, stroke).
Proportion of people with respiratory distress (breathing difficulties) receiving mechanically assisted breathing.
Proportion of people with diabetes mellitus treated at home.
Proportion of elderly people attended within scope of advanced paramedic practice (e.g. treat and leave at home).
Proportion of people receiving spinal immobilisation (splints and collars) for back/neck injuries.
Re-contact with ambulance service within 24 hours (e.g. for calls closed with advice or patients not transported).
Hospital attendance or admission (e.g. within 24 hours, 7 days, 28 days).
Re-admission within 30 days for complications (e.g. pneumonia, wound infections).
Measuring patient safety:
l adverse incidents (e.g. not recognising heart attack symptoms or leaving someone at home who needed
hospital treatment)
l errors in diagnosis.
Length of stay in hospital.
Duration of life support (intubation or ventilation) in hospital.
Discharge destinations:
l home
l continuing care
l discharged needing continuing therapy (e.g. nursing care, supplemental oxygen, tube feeding,
assisted breathing)
l proportion of patients living at home at 3 months.
Proportion of cases treated within time guidelines including:
l STEMI (heart attack) guidelines (90 minutes)
l thrombolysis (clot busting) (60 minutes)
l proportion FAST positive (suspected stroke) arriving at a stroke centre within 60 minutes.
FAST, Facial drooping, Arm weakness, Speech difficulties and Time to call emergency services; STEMI, ST-elevation
myocardial infarction.
BOX 5 Combined measures from reviews 1 and 2: patient management (continued)
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BOX 6 Combined measures from reviews 1 and 2: patient outcomes
Patient outcome
Days lost from work following the emergency episode.
Complications arising from care/treatment:
l pneumonia
l wound infections
l adverse drug effects (reactions).
Neurological (brain function) outcome at different time points (discharge, 1 month, 6 months, 1 year, etc.)
using a variety of measures including:
l Glasgow Coma Scale score (adult and children)
l Glasgow Outcome Score
l Cerebral Performance Category (adult and children)
l dementia score.
Health/quality-of-life status:
l quality of life (EQ-5D, SF-36)
l function (Katz Index of Independence in Activities of Daily Living, Knauss class, McCabe Score, FIM)
l post-traumatic stress disorder.
Survival at different time points after the event:
l in hospital
l 30 days
l 90 days
l 6 months
l 1 year
l 4–5 years.
Patient experience:
l access
l acceptability
l decisions (e.g. to leave at home)
l satisfaction
l professionalism
l holistic care (e.g. physical, social, emotional needs).
Statistical methods for measuring survival.
Pain measurement and symptom relief:
l pain
l nausea
l shortness of breath
l discomfort.
Return of spontaneous circulation (return of pulse).
FIM, Functional Independence Measure; SF-36, Short Form questionnaire-36 items.
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BOX 7 Combined measures from reviews 1 and 2: operational measures
Service/operational
Call numbers and caller types:
l demographic (e.g. age, sex) characteristics of service population
l call volumes (numbers)
l call volumes by incident types
l geographical differences in use of emergency number.
Call management characteristics (numbers and proportions):
l calls assigned to different urgency categories
l calls directed for nurse advice
l calls closed with nurse advice
l calls receiving paramedic response
l calls abandoned before answered
l ambulances cancelled.
Utilisation (frequency of ambulance use):
l utilisation by age groups/ethnic group/sex/poverty/incident types
l utilisation per 1000 population
l unit-hour utilisation (use of resources).
Number of patients transported to hospital:
l transport rates for serious calls
l transport rates for non-serious calls.
Proximity of services:
l % of operational area reachable within a specified time (e.g. 10 minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour)
l % of population who can reach a major trauma centre within 45–60 minutes
l scene-to-hospital distances.
Proportion of calls treated by most appropriate service (whole 999 population).
Completeness and accuracy of patient records.
Frequency with which ambulance staff administer treatments (e.g. inserting breathing tubes, heart monitoring,
oxygen therapy, defibrillation).
Service costs:
l cost per urgent call
l cost per non-urgent call
l cost per patient
l mean cost of treatment (whole episode).
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Ambulance service workforce characteristics:
l age – average and proportions by group
l attrition (staff turnover)
l compensation claims.
Types and numbers of patient transportations:
l transport rates (numbers and proportions transported and not transported to hospital)
l numbers and proportions transported to alternatives to ED (e.g. minor injury unit)
l numbers and proportions to different destination types (whole 999 population).
Ambulance staff training:
l disability equality training
l communication skills.
Volume and nature of complaints.
Overtriage rates and undertriage rates:
l by category of urgency
l advice only
l condition specific [e.g. major trauma, stroke, STEMI (heart attack)].
STEMI, ST-elevation myocardial infarction.
BOX 7 Combined measures from reviews 1 and 2: operational measures (continued)
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Appendix 2 Assessment criteria for identifying
indicator set
For the purposes of reducing the existing list of measures to a smaller list that could be encompassedby workstream 3, each measure was considered against a set of criteria (listed below). Each criterion
was either answerable directly or functioned as a broader heading within which subcriteria provided the
assessment detail. At issue was the scope, ‘measurability’ and applicability of each of the outcome measures:
l Primary measure category (time response, compliance, accuracy call ID, re-contact, survival, other, pain,
triage appropriate/accurate, time definitive).
l Pathway (yes, no):
¢ on-scene
¢ pathway post prehospital
¢ pathway call handling
¢ pathway transport.
l Measurement type (whole system, clinical management, patient outcome).
l Population (all, specific):
¢ population-specific detail
¢ population quantity.
l Relationship (related, independent):
¢ relationship detail (particular measure related to).
l Primary purpose (performance, outcome).
l Measurable (yes, no):
¢ measure detail
¢ already measured? (yes, no).
l Relevance (yes, no, unsure):
¢ patients
¢ commissioners
¢ services.
l Delphi score.
l Second round median.
l PPI vote (%).
l Important?
l Risk adjustment:
¢ do we need to risk adjust?
Can we risk adjust?
Each measure was entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and the assessment against each criterion
entered enabled a composite score to be obtained. Figure 8 shows an illustrative example of the scoring
sheet.
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FIGURE 8 Assessment of potential measures. (continued )
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FIGURE 8 Assessment of potential measures.
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For the next stage, the results of the criteria assessment were considered and measures included or
excluded using the following criteria.
Inclusion criteria
l Is it an important outcome?
l The raw data can be misleading.
l Risk-adjusted data may be more useful.
l The outcome says something about ambulance performance.
Exclusion criteria
l The measure tells us something as it stands.
l The measure cannot be risk adjusted.
Following this assessment the final set of indicators for further development was identified (Table 17).
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TABLE 17 Results of expert panel assessment of all potential measures
ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
WS6a Time of call to time of arrival at scene
(response time). Proportion of emergency
calls with a response time within an
agreed standard
Response time is important but the arbitrary
standard is not. Response time is important
to patients, in terms of panic and anxiety.
Response time is also related to outcome:
shorter time = better outcomes, all things
being equal. Overall, response time was
judged important because of its relationship
to the patient. However, if we have another
measure in the list that is better, this will
supersede this one
We would risk adjust to ensure fair comparisons,
for example for an ambulance service which
covers a large geographical area compared
with a small area. Response times are already
compared nationally without risk adjustment;
therefore, there is no need to risk adjust here.
We should use the mean or median response
time. Mean of log or geometric mean
Include in workstream 4,
no risk adjustment
WS6ei Proportion of eligible calls who arrive at
definitive care within agreed timescales,
for example a specialist heart attack centre
within 150 minutes, a specialist stroke
centre within 60 minutes, a major trauma
centre within 45 minutes
This is important as time frame is related to a
successful outcome. This could include the
8-minute response time for OHCA
A success is arriving in the right place (alive).
It is not necessary to risk adjust if this measure
is concerned with getting patients to the right
place, but if it is for treatment we may want to
case-mix adjust for the proportion that could
benefit from treatment:
1. People with these conditions should get to an
assessment centre to see if they can benefit
from treatment
2. Time is measured until the patient handover
end point
Include in workstream 4,
no risk adjustment
CM1b Number of calls prioritised correctly to
appropriate level of response as a
proportion of all 999 calls
Should this be the number of all calls
prioritised correctly or do we want the
number of serious calls that were prioritised
correctly?
Calls coded green that are left too long will
be picked up in the mean response time
measure
Just take the serious emergency conditions
(16 conditions)
Superseded by CM1c –
better measure
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TABLE 17 Results of expert panel assessment of all potential measures (continued )
ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
CM1c Proportion of life-threatening category A
calls correctly identified as category A
Change this to calls for serious emergency
conditions and use 16 conditions. Clarify
what the 16 conditions are
We need to adjust for case mix. Some measures
are difficult to categorise and others easy,
for example ruptured aneurysm or OHCA
We will adjust for case mix to level the playing
field
We will adjust for age
Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
CM2a Proportion of all cases with a specific
condition who are treated in accordance
with established protocols and guidelines,
for example stroke, heart attack, diabetes
mellitus, falls (specify which of these or
other conditions you think are important)
This is current CQI for five conditions and is
important (asthma, STEMI, stroke, OHCA?)
The CQIs are not risk adjusted
The question here is whether or not patients with
specific conditions were given the agreed best
treatment. Therefore, there is no need to risk adjust
Query – should we send a list of conditions that
we are not risk adjusting for to ambulance services
to ask them if they were performing badly on this
measure, what would their excuse be?
Include in workstream 4,
no risk adjustment
PO5c Proportion of patients with a life-
threatening condition who are discharged
alive from hospital
Use the 16 serious emergency conditions as
the life-threatening conditions
This is important to patients
What about hospital effects?
HSMR looks at the proportion of patients
who die in hospital. Do we need to split this
into prehospital and hospital components?
If we have the HSMR we also need the
prehospital SMR for all serious conditions.
This is the proportion of deaths that occur
before admission to a bed
The HSMR is the proportion that die in
hospital
The system HSMR is the proportion that die
before discharge
HSMR is case-mix adjusted, so the PHSMR and
the SHSMR will case-mix adjusted
Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
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ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
PO1a Proportion of all patients seen by an
ambulance crew who have a pain
assessment recorded
This is an explanatory variable for PO1c Superseded by PO1c
PO1b Proportion of patients who report pain
who are given pain relief
This is an explanatory variable for PO1c Superseded by PO1c
PO1c Proportion of patients who have a
reduction in pain score after analgesia
treatment
Should this be the mean reduction in pain
(adjusted for time)?
Remove after analgesia as other treatments,
for example splints, can reduce pain
Risk adjust for conditions, age and time
We could start on this with just the ambulance
data
There may be high proportions of missing data
as this measure requires two pain readings. We
need to determine what to do with missing data
We need a model with everything that is outside
the ambulance control first
Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
PO1d Proportion of patients reporting pain who
have more than one pain score recorded
This is an explanatory variable for PO1c Superseded by PO1c
WS6e Time of call to time to definitive care Too vague. Superseded by WS6ei Superseded by WS6ei
PO6a Proportion of all 999 calls re-contacting
the ambulance service within 24 hours
The definition of re-contacts needs to be
clearer. This should be re-contacts for all
patients who were not conveyed to hospital.
This is because patients who are conveyed to
hospital may be discharged and re-contact
the ambulance service
Superseded by PO6c
PO6c Proportion of patients left at home who
have a contact with any emergency/urgent
health service within 24 hours
This supersedes all other re-contact
measures. Left at home = ’see and treat’ or
‘hear and treat’
Is a low rate good?
This needs a reciprocal measure about
patients who are taken to ED and not
treated/admitted
Risk adjust for age
Time frame = 24 hours
Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
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TABLE 17 Results of expert panel assessment of all potential measures (continued )
ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
CM2c Proportion of all cases with a specific
condition who meet the established
criteria for transfer, who are transported
to an appropriate specialist facility, for
example a heart attack, stroke or major
trauma centre
This is covered by WS6e1 Superseded by WS6e1
PO5a_i Proportion of 999 callers who die within:
i. 0–48 hours of first call
We want to look at the proportion of 999
callers who die from specific causes within a
specified time frame, where death was
avoidable. We need to identify conditions
where patients should not die. Look at the
cause of death for patients in our sample and
identify those that are preventable, for
example hypothermia within 24 hours of call
Adjust for age Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
WS3b Proportion of category A calls attended by
a paramedic
Not important Exclude
WS3c Proportion of patients who are treated on
scene or left at home who are referred to
an appropriate pathway or primary care
Is it the non-conveyance rate?
Non-conveyance who are referred
Not important
Exclude
WS2a Number of life-threatening (category A)
calls not identified as category A as a
proportion of all 999 calls
This is important but is the opposite of a
measure that is already included (CM1c).
Therefore this will be measured as part of
CM1c
Superseded by CM1c
WS3f Proportion of patients who potentially
could be left at home who are successfully
discharged at the scene
Better measures exist for this. It is difficult to
know what the denominator is. We want to
look at people who are transported and not
having anything done. Superseded by WS3e
Superseded by WS3e
WS3e Proportion of patients transported to ED
by 999 emergency ambulance and
discharged without treatment or
investigation(s) that needed hospital
facilities
This is important and supersedes other
measures
? Not sure Include
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ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
CM1a Proportion of all calls referred for
telephone advice returned for a 999
ambulance response
This relates to efficiency. This was highly
scored in the Delphi as is easy to measure,
but is not important
Exclude
PO3a Proportion of patients with cardiac arrest
where resuscitation is attempted at the
incident scene who have a pulse on arrival
at the ED
ROSC is one of the CQIs
There is scope for ROSC to be improved.
Use in the 16 emergency conditions as a
bundle but need to look at adjusted time
to hospital discharge. This will give ROSC,
survival to discharge and the system SMR
What about non-transports? Can we pick
these up?
Needs to be adjusted for rhythm, witnessing,
bystander CPR and adrenaline
PO6b Proportion of all 999 calls referred for
telephone advice only re-contacting the
ambulance service within 24 hours
There are other re-contact measures that are
better
Superseded by PO6c
PO6e Proportion of patients left at home who
are admitted to hospital within 72 hours
Left at home = ’hear and treat’ and ‘see and
treat’ patients. We are interested in the
proportion of patients who are not conveyed
who are admitted to hospital. This could be
part of a re-contacts set of measures. Include
for the moment, but may be dropped
Risk adjust for age, condition type, avoidable
emergency conditions. It is impossible to know
where the hospital contact is for the same
condition, or the extent to which the two are
linked; therefore, we will assume that admissions
within 3 days are related
Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
R2_WS6a_2_3_ Not important Exclude
WS6a_1 Proportion of emergency calls with a
response time within an agreed standard
for calls for life-threatening conditions
This is dealt with by another measure Exclude. Superseded
by WS6a
WS2b Number of calls that are not life-
threatening identified as category A calls
as a proportion of all 999 calls
We have another measure that looks at the
opposite side of this (CM1c)
Exclude. Superseded
by CM1c
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TABLE 17 Results of expert panel assessment of all potential measures (continued )
ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
CM1d Proportion of calls for a specific condition
correctly identified at the time of the call,
e.g. cardiac arrest, stroke, heart attack
This is about accuracy and recognising
conditions. The ambulance AMPDS code is
not diagnostic and you would need to relate
the AMPDS code to the admission code.
This is of low importance and very difficult to
verify, and can already be measured using
similar measures that are already included.
For example, with STEMIs sent to right place
Exclude. Superseded
by WS6Ei and CM1c
CM2b Proportion of cases that comply with
end-of-life care plans when these are
available
This is important but not currently
measurable. ePRFs should record whether or
not there is an end-of-life care plan
Exclude
WS6d Time of call to CPR start time when CPR is
required. Average time from call to start of
CPR in cases of cardiac arrest
This is explanatory data for ROSC and
survival and is a problem with bystander CPR.
This is an explanatory process and not an
outcome
Exclude
CM1e Number of people attended within the
scope of advanced paramedic practice
(treat and leave at home) as a proportion
of all people attended on scene
We cannot measure this as we do not know
who the paramedics are. This measure is
related to efficiency and is not important
here. However, this links to policy because if
the Keogh report70 becomes standard, more
people will be left at home and ambulance
services will need to have sufficient
paramedics to deal with the demand
Exclude
CM3a Number of ‘never events’ reported as a
proportion of all requests for 999
ambulance care (never events applicable
to the ambulance service include
administration of drugs by the wrong
route and failure to monitor and respond
to reduced oxygen saturation)
Never events are already recorded. This does
not come into the scope of the PhOEBE
programme as not performance measures
Exclude
CM3b Number of patient safety incidents
reported as a proportion of all requests for
999 ambulance care
Same as CM3a Exclude
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ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
PO2c Proportion of patients who report that key
aspects of care were delivered. (Examples
of key aspects are timeliness of response,
reassurance, professionalism,
communication, smooth transition
between different services or parts of the
same service)
Not measured routinely. No patient
satisfaction or experience measures
Exclude
PO2d Proportion of patients who were satisfied
with the overall service and separate
components, for example the 999-call
handling, attending ambulance crews
Not measured routinely. No patient
satisfaction or experience measures
Exclude
PO5d Proportion of patients with a specific
clinical condition (e.g. stroke, heart attack,
cardiac arrest) who are discharged alive
from hospital
A mass measure would be for the 16
emergency conditions, but we may want to
split this for specific conditions. This relates
to PO5c and is part of a set
Adjust for case mix? Include in workstream 3,
for risk adjustment
R2_WS6a_2-25 Proportion of emergency calls for
conditions that are not life-threatening
with a response time of ≤ 25 minutes
This is not a measure Exclude
R2_WS6a_4 Proportion of emergency calls for life-
threatening conditions with a response
time of < 4 minutes (+ 4 minutes exact)
This applies only to cardiac arrest and we are
looking at this in another measure
Exclude
R2_WS6a_4_8 Proportion of emergency calls for life-
threatening conditions with a response
time of between 4 and 8 minutes
This applies only to cardiac arrest and we are
looking at this in another measure
Exclude
R2_WS6E_3 No Exclude
WS1a Number of completed patient clinical
records as a proportion of all cases
attended by the ambulance service in
accordance with minimum agreed data set
This is a data completeness measure Exclude
WS3a Number of calls transferred for telephone
clinical advice assessment that are
completed with self-care advice or referral
to an appropriate service as a proportion
of all calls transferred for clinical advice
This is an efficiency measure. This is
superseded by other measures
Exclude
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TABLE 17 Results of expert panel assessment of all potential measures (continued )
ID code Measure Is it important? Does it require risk adjustment? Include/exclude
WS3d Proportion of all calls who receive an
ambulance response who are not
conveyed to hospital or other health
service facilities
This is the non-conveyance rate. This is being
looked at by VAN
Exclude
WS4a Proportion of staff who comply with
mandatory training requirements for basic
and advanced life support (BLS and ALS)
No. This is a service management measure Exclude
WS4b Proportion of operational staff trained as
paramedics
No. This is a service management measure Exclude
WS4c Proportion of paramedics with advanced
practitioner training
No. This is a service management measure Exclude
WS5a Unit-hour utilisation for the whole service
(a unit-hour is a fully staffed ambulance
for 1 hour). For any given time period,
a service will have multiple unit-hours
available. Unit-hour utilisation is how
many of those hours are used within that
time period
Unit-hour utilisation works on the premise
that calls are spread evenly and there are no
spikes
No. This is a service management measure
Exclude
WS5b Unit-hour utilisation for urban areas –
compared with agreed utilisation
No. This is a service management measure Exclude
WS5c Unit-hour utilisation for rural areas –
compared with agreed utilisation
No. This is a service management measure Exclude
WS6a_2 Proportion of emergency calls with a
response time within an agreed standard
for calls for non-life-threatening conditions
This will be covered by other measures
(WS6a)
Exclude. Superseded
by WS6a
WS6e_2 Proportion of eligible calls who arrive at a
specialist stroke centre within 60 minutes
This is covered by CM1c Exclude. Superseded
by CM1c
ALS, advanced life support; BLS, basic life support; CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation; CQI, care quality indicator; HSMR, hospital standardised mortality ratio; OHCA, out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest; ROSC, return of spontaneous circulation; SMR, standardised mortality ratio; STEMI, ST segment elevation myocardial infarction; VAN, variation in non-conveyance.
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